Letting one slip away

Williamsburg for the holidays

Colonial Williamsburg features festive Christmas cheer, beginning with Saturday’s Grand Illumination.
See CHRISTMAS page 6

The Tribe blows a second-half lead to the
University of Richmond, losing 58-55.
See MEN’S BASKETBALL page 10
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Memorial held for freshman Gateway

program
grows

Ben Gutenberg ’11 died from
injuries suffered in crash
By Angela cota
Flat Hat Assoc. News Editor

Ben Gutenberg ’11 passed away at the Virginia
Commonwealth University Medical Center Tuesday
afternoon due to injuries sustained in a Nov. 10 car
accident near Richmond. The crash also killed fencing coach Pete Conomikes and injured two other
students.
Gutenberg was in critical condition until his death,
though his original prognosis was hopeful, said father
Jeff Gutenberg during the memorial service held
yesterday.
At first, doctors said he was expected to come out
of the coma, but days later they discovered that his
two front carotid arteries were damaged. The inadequate blood supply caused
irreversible damage that
ultimately resulted in his
death Tuesday.
Gutenberg’s parents
and the College administration organized the
memorial service that took
place in the Wren Chapel
at 11 a.m. yesterday. His
sister Laurel Gutenberg,
College President Gene
Courtesy — Facebook
Nichol,
fencing team
Ben Gutenberg ’11
Co-captain Tom Hennig
’08 and father Jeff Gutenberg spoke.
Fencing team members also gave a final salute
and laid swords at the front of the chapel. Friends and
fellow residents of Nicholson Hall also attended.
“He was quite optimistic and always enjoyed
hanging out with his hall,” hallmate Edward Radue
’11 said. “The best way to describe Ben was that he

166 students now receive
full tuition from program
By kara starr
Flat Hat Assoc. News Editor

stephen salpukas — the college of william and mary

Fencers pay respects to their former teammate Ben Gutenberg ’11, who passed away Tuesday afternoon.

was an individual. He walked to his own beat, and
nothing could deter him from that.”
Gutenberg was from Rochester, N.Y. He was
a fan of science fiction and fantasy, and his sister
read excerpts from Tolkien and Star Trek during his
memorial. He also had an interest in history, roommate Jonathan Fallen ’11 said.
“Ben was a very smart and funny guy. He was
easy to get along with. He was very respectful,”
Fallen said. “I was honored to have him as a room-

mate. He will be missed by me and our whole
hall.”
Friends and family are still coping with his death.
“When I first heard the news, shock and numbness
were pretty much what I was feeling,” Radue said.
“I knew that he was not doing as well as could be
hoped, but it was still hard to hear the tragic news. He
will certainly be missed by those who knew him.”
A memorial for Conomikes, a coach of 35 years,
was held Nov. 16 in the University Center.

campus perspectives

Student veteran speaks of war

Iraq because of the training, and that’s a fact.”
Riley reported for active duty in Fort Bragg,
N.C., two weeks before the terrorist attack on
Sept. 11.
“I remember because I was under a truck,
high school.
and
I had to change something, and I was frus“All my friends went off to college,” he said. “I
did this by myself.”
trated because I didn’t know what I was doing,” he
Riley entered the service Jan.
said. “Out of nowhere, the major
7, 2001, in Fort Benning, Ga.
of the battalion came sprinting
He served in basic training for
down and screamed, ‘Get the
nine weeks, and he was allotted
fuck out of the motor pool right
a single, three-minute phone call
now. Move.’ We were going to
for the duration.
lock up our stuff but he said there
Following graduation from
was no time for that.
boot camp, Riley was allowed
“After we ran back to the comto see his family for six hours,
pany, they took everyone’s cell
after which he boarded a bus to
phone and said that we couldn’t
Advanced Individual Training,
make any calls. We all went over
where he remained until late
to the TV and, by this point, we
June.
knew that both towers had fallen
“I mean, it sucks, but you have
and not by accident. And then,
to go through it,” he said. “I tell Courtesy — Neil riley ‘08
within a split second, it hit me. I
everyone that my drill sergeants Neil Riley ’08, a student at the Colsaved my life in Afghanistan and lege who fought in Iraq.
See Iraq page 4

Neil Riley ’08, who served in Iraq and Afghanistan before
coming to the College, talks about his experience in two wars
By william sealy
The Flat Hat

Twenty-first birthdays are often celebrated at a
bar, not under a tent in a war-torn country.
Neil Riley ’08, a student-veteran at the College,
chuckled as he explained that for his 21st birthday,
he wasn’t allowed to drink, as he was a soldier in
the United States Army on duty in Afghanistan.
Hoping to make up for the inauspicious circumstances, Riley’s mother mailed him a unique birthday present. Describing it as a “super rum cake,”
Riley confessed that it was filled with more rum
than cake. “It tasted bad, but we were like, ‘Oh
my god.’”
In October 2000, Riley signed up with his local
recruiter after graduating from high school, deciding with his family that the army would help him
pay for college and find motivation. He did not
consider joining the army until his senior year of

Supporters are touting the College’s Gateway
William and Mary program, a debt-free financial aid program instituted two years ago, as
President Gene Nichol’s greatest accomplishment in the midst of recent controversy.
Gateway William and Mary replaces student
loans with a combination of state and federal
grants, in conjunction with the College’s pledge
to meet all financial aid needs of undergraduate
in-state students.
“Students from low-income backgrounds are
sometimes deterred from pursuing higher education for fear of running up debt with loans,”
Earl T. Granger, III, associate provost for enrollment, said. “The
Gateway initiative
provides the critical
GATEWAY FACTS
resources needed
to pursue a college
n To qualify: Family
education.”
income must be under
Other compara$40,000.
ble institutions, such
as the University
of Virginia and
n Benefits: College
University of North
pays for your tuition.
Carolina at Chapel
Hill, have similar
n Gateway students
programs. Gateway
William and Mary
in Class of 2011: 100
is considered one
of Nichol’s greatest
n Total Gateway
contributions to the
students: 166
College during his
presidency, both by
the College adminn Annual cost when
istration and Nichol
target of 600 students
support organizais met: $6 million
tions such as WM
Fights Back.
“The Gateway initiative has definitely been
one of President Nichol’s hallmarks, thus far,”
Granger said. “It was certainly a priority when
he arrived in July 2005, and issues of access
and opportunity have been issues that he was
passionate about even prior to taking on his
presidency here.”
According to the College administration, the
Gateway program was developed by Nichol in
the spring of 2005, before his presidential term
began.
“Even before [Nichol assumed the presidency,] he challenged a number of us with what we
See Gateway page 3

City to consider smoking ban in restaurants
By Sam Sutton
Flat Hat Staff Writer

Williamsburg may join a growing number of cities
and states banning smoking in restaurants and bars.
City Councilman Mickey Chohany plans to discuss a possible ban with fellow council members
within the next few weeks. According to the Daily
Press, any proposed ban would come on the heels
of similar measures taken in Suffolk, and Norfolk.
Chohany attributes the rumors of a potential ban to
“buzz… [in] the Peninsula area.”
Chohany, who also owns Second Street Restaurant
in Williamsburg, made his business smoke-free
approximately two years ago. Chohany says customer
feedback regarding the change was positive, he is less

Inside

Opinions, page 5

sure how patrons of many of the city’s other restaurants may respond to a ban. Chohany added that he is
“not going to force his choice on everyone else.”
Although Chohany supports the discussion of a
city-wide ban, he recognizes support for such a measure is ambivalent.
“People smoke when they come to bars,” Debbie
Tsitsidopoulos, owner of the College Delly, said. “[A
ban] will impact business.”
Carl Moody, an economics professor at the College,
said that a smoking ban may result in a decline in restaurant dining. Williamsburg restaurants attract many
tourists, and smoke-free dining may eliminate choices
for diners who smoke. Moody added that this may in
turn lead to a decline in the number of restaurants in
the city, further limiting dining choices.

Variety, page 6

Others, like Green Leafe Café Co-owner Lindsey
Gormley, don’t foresee a ban negatively affecting
profits.
“To be honest, I don’t think it’s going to be a big
deal,” Gormley said in an interview with the Daily
Press. “It’ll … probably be met with a lot of negative
feedback right away, but like everything else, you get
used [to] it.”
In an interview yesterday, Councilman Robert
Braxton acknowledged that discussion of the ban
would require the input of many members of the
community, but the health benefits of such a ban are
undeniable.
“Secondhand smoke is dangerous,” Braxton,

Sex Column, page 7

See Smoking page 3
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A Delly customer enjoys a smoking break. The city is
considering a ban smoking in such establishments.
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Plans were made to renovate
Zable Stadium, then known as
Cary Field, from wooden to
steel bleachers. The stadium,
which was made of wood at the
time, was old, frail and a fire
hazard to audiences.
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Weather
Friday

—Mike Ingalls, www.thesabre.com

U.Va. football and the marching band often draw out large crowds of fans to cheer on the Cavaliers.

Saturday

Sunday

Beyond the burg

U.Va. minority groups start campaign on campus
Student minority groups on campus start campaign to change cheer
By Alisan VanFleet
Flat Hat Staff Writer

High 52 		
Low 37 		

High 49
Low 40 		

High 57
Low 55

Source: www.weather.com

“

Quotes of the Week
So in the middle of the night, I woke up
and felt around for my gun, and when it
wasn’t there, I began freaking out. Then
finally I realized, ‘I’m in America, I don’t
need my gun anymore.’

— Veteran U.S. Army soldier and College student Neil
Riley on his experience in Afghanistan.
			
See Iraq page 4

News in Brief

”

Construction to close Ukrop Way to lay utility lines
Starting Dec. 6, a portion of Ukrop Way will temporarily be closed
until Jan. 11 to allow for construction of the new Mason School of
Business building. The portion of the street from the Morton Hall
parking lot to the parking deck exit will be closed to allow workers to install utility lines in the future Alan B. Miller Hall. To allow
traffic to reach Jamestown Road, Landrum Drive will open starting
Dec. 6.
From Dec. 1 to Dec. 6, flagmen will direct traffic through Ukrop
Way by alternating one-way traffic.
Miller Hall, a 160,000 square-foot building, is scheduled to open
in 2009.

Controversy has arisen at the
University of Virginia over the
modified lyrics of “Gold Old
Song,” shouted by students and
fans at football games. Rather
than singing the written lyric “we
come from old Virginia, where all
is bright and gay,” many students
and fans sing “where all is bright
and not gay” instead.
This semester, students of the
university have led a campaign
against the practice, urging their
fellow Cavaliers to consider the
seriousness of their actions. At
the Nov. 3 football game, stickers
with the correct lyrics and letters
of explanation were distributed
to the fans. “We ask that you not
only not say ‘not gay’ but hold
your peers to the same standard.
If you hear it, remind them why it
is not acceptable,” the letter read.
Stephen Leonelli, president
of the Queer and Allied Activism

group at U.Va., believes that the
practice promotes a negative attitude toward the gay community
at the university.
“Essentially, we believe that
it marginalizes the gay community by creating an environment
in which certain people who may
or may not identify as gay do not
feel welcome,” he said.
Student Council President
Lauren Tilton felt that people
were not considering the impact
of their actions on the university
environment as a whole.
“We took it as an educational
campaign, to remind people that
when you say this it actually hurts
people in our community,” she
said.
The campaign has prompted
students to write editorial pieces
both defending and criticizing
the practice in the Cavalier Daily,
U.Va.’s student newspaper. Alex
Cortes, a freshman, wrote the
piece “Not gay and proud of it”
for the newspaper. While many

have written off the “not gay”
shouts as stemming from homophobia or drunkenness, Cortes
personally denied both.
“When I’m saying I’m not
gay, I’m asserting basically that
I’m heterosexual. I have felt uncomfortable saying the ‘not gay’
chant because of the stares and
criticisms I receive,” he wrote.
“Despite this discomfort, I will
continue [because] political correctness, a weakening morality
and lack of courage are suffocating our once-great nation.”
An editorial from the Oct.
15 issue of the Cavalier Daily
criticized the practice, calling the
“Not gay” chant “Not ok.”
“For many viewers watching the games from home, their
only exposure to the university
are the several times each game
when insecure fans shriek how
‘not gay’ they are,” it said. “The
university’s inability to curtail the
chant tarnishes its reputation. And
rightfully so.”

The Student Assembly
reported at a meeting that
students favored the idea of
having a communist speaker
lecture at the College.
According to SA reports,
18 of the 19 undergraduate
dormitories on campus reported
that 60 percent or more of the
students favored the idea.

1972

The College hosted the First
Annual Eastern Collegiate
Championships for karate in
Blow Gym, now called Blow
Memorial Hall. College students
won awards in the white-belt,
brown-belt, black-belt and freesparring competitions.

1980

The Williamsburg City
Planning Commission, which
was scheduled to use city
zoning laws to prevent offcampus housing, gave up on
their plan after then-College
President Thomas Graves sent
a letter to the commission
promising to limit off-campus
housing to a specific area
around campus. The city zoning
laws considered by the planning
commission would have forced
325 College students to find
housing elsewhere.
— compiled by Isshin Teshima

Street Beat

How much did you eat over Thanksgiving?

Anthropology professor’s book makes a top 10 list
College anthropology professor Barbara King’s recent book
“Evolving God” was recently named one of the top 10 religion
books of 2007 by the American Library Association. King investigates the origin of religion, the debate between religion and science
and the impact of religion on present day culture. Time magazine
interviewed King on the subject Nov. 20.
Much of King’s research stems from studying the behavior of gorillas and apes in Africa and the National Zoo in Washington, D.C.

7 lbs. 3 oz.

A lot.
Sean Haywood ’11

Gibs Ramm ’11

— by Isshin Teshima

campus Police Beat

Number of women ex-NBA player Dennis Rodman claimed to have had sex
with in his life.

Wednesday, Nov. 14 –– A
student reported the theft of a
jacket from Swem Library. The
value was estimated at $500. 1

250 million

Nov. 14 to Nov. 26
–– A student reported that
her ID had been stolen, and that
the thief was using the card to
purchase items.

The number of bubbles in a bottle of champagne, according to a three-year,
$7 million study between Moet & Chandon and Heineken to “understand the
influence of chemical and physical parameters on the formation of bubbles.”

8

4

2

Former Tribe baseball players currently playing in the MLB, including Bill
Bray, Brendan Harris, Chris Ray and Curtis Pride.

$30 billion
21

The age of Ricky, a U.S. athletic team gymnast and mascot, whom
busty 85-year-old actress Mae West tries to seduce in the 1978 musical
comedy “Sextette.”
— by Carl Siegmund

5

4

1
3

The estimated worth of the pizza industry, led by national chains Pizza
Hut, Domino’s and Papa John’s.

Talia Bailey ’08

I ate enough to feed a small
African country.
Jasmine Hedge ’11

— photos and interviews by Maral Noori-Moghaddam

By the Numbers

2,000

So boring, only one helping of
everything. After all, I am a
sorority girl.

7
6

9

Thursday, Nov. 15 –– A
student reported her laptop stolen
from her room in Dupont Hall.
The student later called and stated
that her friend had mistakenly
2
taken it.
Saturday, Nov. 17 –– A
student reported the theft of a
motorbike from the Ludwell
Apartments. The motorbike
was found being ridden by the
3
student’s roommate.
Sunday, Nov. 18 –– A student
was arrested for driving under
the influence on the 700 block of
4
Richmond Road.
–– A student reported the theft
of her wallet while at the Units.
The wallet had an estimated value
of $75.
5
–– A student from Unit F
reported that he had 17 shirts
stolen from his room. The total
5
estimated value was $204.
–– A student from Unit F
reported the theft of their wallet,
camera and cell phone. The total
5
estimated value was $380.
–– A student reported that
her purse, iPod and camera were
stolen from Unit F. The total
estimated value was $470.
5
Monday, Nov. 19 –– A student
reported receiving a threatening
phone call on her cell phone.

Williamsburg Police are handling
the case.
–– A caller reported their
laptop stolen from the chemistry
library in Rogers Hall. Its value
6
was estimated at $300.
Tuesday, Nov. 20 ––A student
reported that the west door of
Dupont Hall would not close and
that the card swipe machine was
broken. An officer was dispatched
to secure the door, and damage
2
was estimated at $400.
–– A staff member from Phi
Beta Kappa Hall reported the
theft of several gift certificates
from their office. The loss was
7
estimated at $55.
Wednesday, Nov. 21 –– A staff
member at William and Mary Hall
reported that the side window of a
state vehicle had been smashed
overnight. The damage was
8
estimated to be $200.
–– A staff member reported
the Bryan Complex sign missing.
An officer was dispatched and the
9
sign was located.
Monday, Nov. 26 –– A
student reported his laptop stolen
from his room in Unit C. The
estimated value of the laptop was
5
$1,500.
— compiled by Sarah Hays
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SA proposes money for voter registration
By RUSS ZERBO
Flat Hat Staff Writer
The Student Assembly senate
passed the Campus Composting
Act II, the Interest Rollover Act
and the Williamsburg Civic Engagement Act during Tuesday’s
meeting.
The Campus Composting Act
II, sponsored by Sen. Caroline
Mullis ’09, proposes the purchase of a compost tumbler to
be placed behind the Commons.
All dining establishments will
add their waste to the compost
tumbler, and the compost will be
used by Facilities Management.
The “II” in the act’s title is
necessary due to the fact that a
compost tumbler was purchased
last year but was stolen from
the front yard of Lodge 16 over
the summer. SA President Zach
Pilchen ’09 was responsible for
assembling the tumbler, which
was only partially finished at the

time of its theft.
“Apparently it was stolen by
a student who no longer goes
here to make crystal meth,”
Pilchen said. “It’s hard to predict that sort of thing with our
honor system.”
Student Environmental Action Coalition assured the senate
that it will assemble the tumbler
as soon as it arrives; the bill
passed 12-2-3.
“I’m concerned when we
spend money twice on the same
project,” Sen. Walter McClean
’09 said. “It’s a waste of students’ money.”
The Interest Rollover Act,
sponsored by McClean, proposes that the SA’s funds in the
consolidated reserve receive an
additional 5 percent annually,
which is how much interest the
entire consolidated reserve accumulates. The bill passed unanimously.
The Williamsburg Civic En-

gagement Act, sponsored by
Senate Chairman Matt Beato
’09 establishes a Williamsburg
civic engagement fund that will
receive a $15,000 earmark from
the off-campus account. The
money will be used to reimburse
students for their work registering voters, with a reward of $10
for each voter registration form
processed. The SA has already
registered 700 students.
“What we’re trying to do is
involve students who haven’t
been involved,” Sen. Devan Barber ’08 said. “This is the most
important thing we’re doing.”
Mullis expressed concern
about a bill involving so much
money not going through the finance committee.
“To spend $15,000 to only
register 1,500 people doesn’t
seem that worthwhile,” Sen.
Ray Ciabattoni ’09 said.
During the lengthy debate,
the legality of the bill was ques-

Program funds higher education
gateway from page 1
could do in this area [of insufficient financial aid packages.]
This was an area of big concern
for him, and we worked with him
before his arrival so it [could be
announced] at the beginning of
his presidency. None of it would
have been possible without
Nichol’s energy and passion,”
Provost Geoffrey Feiss said.
In an opinion piece in the Oct.
28, 2007, issue of The Washington Post, Nichol wrote that,
“the stark under-representation
of low-income students in our
most accomplished public universities has many and complex
causes. Insufficient state and institutional financial assistance,
elevated tuition levels, K-12
preparatory challenges in some
communities, diminished academic expectations in others, an
abundance of well-qualified and
well-resourced students from
Northern Virginia — the list is
long.”
For the class of 2011, 100
Gateway students were accepted, bringing the program’s
total participants to 166. This is
an 18 percent increase from last
fall, according to Edward Irish,
director of the Financial Aid Office.
“We are very pleased with the
increased number of [Gateway
students] this year; the increase
is the most important part,” Feiss
said. “We’re ahead of where we
thought we would be in terms
of how quickly we could get the
word out.”
Students whose family income does not exceed $40,000
per year — double the national
poverty level — are qualified for
this financial aid program.
“Honestly, without the Gateway program, I don’t think I
would have been able to go
to college at all. I made good

Classifieds
TWO PROPERTIES OFF
JAMESTOWN RD. 2866
Sandy Bay: 1.47 acres; 3 BRs;
greatroom; eat-in kit.; family
room w/fp. $319,000 2501
Fair Chase in Foxfield near
Jamestown. LG side yard; greatroom w/fp; 3 BRs; immaculate townhome; near trails &
marina. $295,000 John Ryland
& Assocs., REALTORS, in
Williamsburg. “Trained to
Serve.” 757.875.2423
Residence Life Hiring Staff
for 08-09. Information and
applications available Dec.3 Jan. 16 at www.wm.edu/reslife/
staffselection/staffselection.php
Application
paperwork
accepted at Campus Center
on Jan. 15 & 16, 2008.
Don’t miss your opportunity to
have an impact on “Your Life Your Community”.
Spring Break 2008 Sell Trips,
Earn Cash and Go Free. Call
for group discounts. Best Deals
guaranteed! Info/Reservations
1-800-648-4849 www.ststravel.
com

grades throughout high school,
but my family wasn’t well off
at all. The Gateway program essentially saved me from being
another bright kid with no resources,” Lamar Shambley ’10,
a Gateway recipient, said.
Feiss stated that Gateway
students are “indistinguishable”
from all other students on campus in terms of success at the
College. He predicts that 120
students will be accommodated
by Gateway William and Mary
in the incoming class of 2012.
The College will be investing over $4 million annually to
fund Gateway William and Mary
when the administration has
achieved their “desired target,”
according to Granger. This target is projected at 600 students
every school year, with around
150 from each class. Feiss believes the College will reach this
target by 2010 or 2012.
This year the college spent
approximately $900,000 to fund
the Gateway initiative, according to Granger.
“In addition to aggressively
seeking private funding, we are
also actively exploring grants
and other means to help fund this
initiative. This is a top priority
for all of us. Through partnerships and actively ensuring institutional visibility, we remain
optimistic that we will experience steady growth,” Granger
said.
Gateway William and Mary
is a rare opportunity for lowerincome students because loans
have become such a prevalent
form of financial aid.
“I saw on my financial aid
[form] that I had [received] a
substantial grant,” Shambley
said. “At first I couldn’t believe
it because all four of the other
colleges I applied to wanted

me to take out about $26,000
[per year] in loans, leaving me
over $100,000 in debt after four
years … I’m the first person to
go to college in my family so I
just took everything one day at a
time and hoped for the best.”
Both supporters and critics
of Nichol agree that the program is a beneficial one, but it is
contested whether the idea was
Nichol’s own.
Should Nichol Be Renewed,
the anti-Nichol organization run
by Jim Jones ’82, believes that
the idea originated during President Tim Sullivan’s term and
that Nichol’s role was in implementing the program.
“Should Nichol Be Renewed
is in favor of the Gateway program, as long as we can afford
it. It’s a good idea, but it needs
a reliable funding source,” Jones
said.
The lack of a reliable funding
source is, according to Jones,
why Sullivan was unable to put
the idea into motion.
Jones believes that Sullivan
came up with the idea. The reason Sullivan didn’t enact the program was that a steady source of
funding could not be found. The
program was set aside for the
time being.
All sides do agree that if Sullivan discussed the program, it
was in vague terms.
“The Gateway Initiative is a
Nichol-branded initiative. Having said that, I cannot imagine
that during Sullivan’s tenure as
president that this kind of initiative was not discussed, given
that other institutions … had
already launched their [similar]
programs,” Granger said. “I do
think it is important to highlight
that this initiative is broad in its
campus support … [to ensure]
the success of this initiative.”

tioned and Pilchen swore on the
honor code that he had been in
contact with the Williamsburg
legislature, which affirmed that
the bill is completely within the
law. Many senators wished to
send the bill through the finance
committee, but the motion to do
so failed three times. The motion for the bill to be called to
question also failed once before
passing 11-3-1.
“If we register 1,500 voters,
we are good to go to do what we
want in this city,” Beato said.
“No winning candidate has ever
gotten more than 1,200 votes.”
Beato later corrected himself
in a statement to The Flat Hat, in
which he said that former Councilmember George Genakos received 1,234 votes in 1996.

City discusses effects of
restaurant smoking ban
smoking from page 1
a former smoker, said. “My personal opinion is I don’t like going
to places where there’s smoke.”
The American Cancer Society
attributes thousands of deaths
and illnesses within the United
States each year to secondhand
smoke. On its website, the ACS
argues that “there is no credible
evidence that going smoke-free
is bad for business.”
Gov. Tim Kaine attempted
to ban smoking where food is
served earlier this year, which
would have added Virginia to
the growing number of states
placing restrictions on smoking.
The measure drew criticism for

being too broad, as it would have
required other events, like carnivals and street fairs, to be smokefree. Although it was voted down
by the General Assembly, local
governments have begun to
implement ordinances similar to
Kaine’s measure.
According to the Daily Press,
enforcement of any ban may be
complicated since many restaurants and businesses lie outside
council jurisdiction but maintain
Williamsburg addresses.
As of yet, there is no specific
ban in store for Williamsburg,
only a discussion of how prohibiting smoking in restaurants may
impact local businesses and the
community.
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Student who fought in Afghanistan, Iraq discusses service
iraq from page 1

was going to be called into action.”
Riley departed for Afghanistan in October of the following year. Positioned at
Bagram Airbase, 27 miles north of Kabul, Riley and his unit were ordered to
maintain the communications system in
and around the base.
“I tell everyone that Afghanistan is
one of the most scenic countries you
could ever see,” he said. “Stepping off
the plane into this open valley, it was
mid-fall and in the distance were snowcapped mountains. It was beautiful.”
Some of his fondest memories are of
his relationship with the Afghani community. “I loved the Afghani locals, they
were the nicest people,” he said. Though
most of the locals only spoke broken
English, Riley would frequently speak
to them through a translator.
His multi-cultural experiences were
not limited to Afghanis, as he worked
with English, French, Polish and Italian
soldiers.
“I saw Afghanistan as this amazing
achievement,” he said. “The entire international community coming together
and getting the job done. And the Afghani people were very appreciative.”
Times were not always so encouraging, however. The night of his arrival to
the base, a machine gun battle took place
on the perimeter. The base was under the
first of many mortar attacks, which occurred up to 20 times a day.
“Afghanistan was rough,” he said.
“We slept in a 10-man tent the entire
time we were there. The tent was put
up on wooden stilts, and I didn’t realize why until February. February was
the rainy season and the whole valley
flooded. Even our little communications
shack had to be raised off the ground
because we were standing in a foot of
water.”
With his life constantly at risk, the
strain of war was unbearable at times.
“How can you live under that kind of
pressure for nine months straight? For
24/7 you are constantly on edge. Everyone is on edge. I mean, you’re supposed
to be on edge, but to do it for that long,
you know? It takes a toll on you, it really does.”
Living in a state of borderline insom-
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Neil Riley ’08 poses with Afghani children while on military duty. Riley, who applied to the College while fighting in Iraq, joined the military in 2001.

nia, Riley estimated that he received no
more than two to three hours of sleep per
night. “You can’t sleep because you are
always thinking, ‘Did I clean my weapon? Are my soldiers okay?’”
Although Riley was scheduled to
leave in March, army officials ordered
the soldiers to remain for an extra three
months due to the invasion of Iraq.
Riley finally returned to the states in
June 2003.
He said it was difficult to fall asleep
in his bed at home.
“Every night in Afghanistan, I slept
with my weapon. I had it with me at all
times, and at night I kept it in my sleeping bag. So in the middle of the night,
I woke up and felt around for my gun,
and when it wasn’t there, I began freaking out. Then finally I realized, ‘I’m
in America, I don’t need my gun anymore.’”
Most would consider someone who
couldn’t sleep without his gun deranged.
But Riley is anything but deranged; he is
like any other ordinary student. Originally from Ashburn, Va., Riley is a graduate

of Bishop O’Connell High School. He is
the resident assistant of Unit J, and the
cinderblock walls of his room at school
are no longer visible, entirely covered
by flags and posters of Arsenal, one of
England’s top soccer clubs.
“Neil has seen a lot more of the world
than many undergraduates,” said William Rennegal, Riley’s Intelligence and
Public Policy professor. “In class, he
is very focused. He often raises points
of clarification, which is fun because it
keeps me on my toes.”
Before arriving at the College, Riley
took online classes while in the army.
He said that studying was one of the few
things that could keep his mind off the
horrors of war. He completed his application to the College while fighting in
Iraq.
Riley returned to active duty at Fort
Bragg in June 2003. Though he was
scheduled to complete his duty and leave
the army in November 2004, he was informed three months in advance that he
would be deployed to Iraq.
For Riley, the difference between Iraq

and Afghanistan was the added responsibility of being promoted to a sergeant.
He explained that in Iraq, “There was
much more pressure having people under me always relying on me to tell them
what to do. They rely on you constantly
and it was a lot of pressure.”
On a daily basis, Riley was in command of four men and had 16 people to
supervise within the squad. His primary
concern was for two soldiers under his
command who were both married and
had several children at home.
“I always thought, ‘If I don’t get these
guys back home in one piece, I’ll fail.’ To
me, that would be failure. Whereas some
guys were like, ‘We need to kill terrorists,’ I just cared about getting my guys
back home safely and in one piece.”
The constant, agonizing stress he
faced as a sergeant in Iraq was exhausting. He explained that he could not reveal any signs of fear or weakness to his
soldiers.
“Whatever I made them do, I would
do double. If I ordered them to carry a
40-pound ruck, then I would carry one
that’s 80 pounds,” he said. “I look back
now and realize that I was only 23 at the
time. I was way too young for what I
was doing, for the amount of responsibility I had.”
Besides his anxiety caused by greater
responsibility, Riley remembered the
increased political awareness of the soldiers in Iraq.
Riley told a story of a soldier in his
unit who had a “freak out” during a meal
in the cafeteria. The TV was turned on
and then-Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld was reporting on the success
of the occupation in Iraq.
“We were in the middle of talking

about how it was total bullshit, when
one of the my soldiers got violently upset and threw his tray in the cafeteria and
screamed, ‘What the fuck are we doing
here?’”
No matter what their rank, Riley noted that most soldiers talked about politics incessantly.
“In Afghanistan, we felt like we were
doing good everyday, but in Iraq it was
survival. You were just there to survive,
do your time, and then get the hell out.
Maybe that wasn’t the best mentality,
but that’s how we survived.”
He explained that his time in Iraq led
to his newfound interest in politics.
“Even coming back from Afghanistan, I didn’t care about politics. But
when you start to see it affect the people
around you and affect your life to the
point where you can’t do what you want
to anymore — they took a year of my
life. That’s when I really got involved
and started reading a lot of books and
following the news. And I thought that
maybe this Iraq War wasn’t such a great
idea.”
In November 2005, Riley and his unit
were told they were going home, almost
exactly a year from the day they arrived
in Iraq. The men had heard of several instances where soldiers had served their
time and were being sent home, but just
before departure were ordered to stay
longer in Iraq. Consequently, there was
dead silence in the plane while it remained on the ground in Kuwait waiting
to take them home.
“When we took off, there was the
biggest cheer in the world,” Riley said.
“Everyone was celebrating, going ballistic. That was my entire unit. We left
together and we came back together.”

accomplishments in their own words
[EDITOR’S NOTE]: Student Assembly Senators Benjamin Brown ’09 and Michael Douglass ’09 were not
included in the “Accomplishments in their own words” section of the Nov. 16 SA Report card. They submitted their blurbs to the SA by deadline, but The Flat Hat never received them. Due to the discrepancy,
The Flat Hat has decided to print their blurbs this week.
Brown: At the moment,
Sen. Douglass and I are
working on a bill to protect
the rights of student news
publications and keep
them from being stolen.
My fellow freshman senators and I are also working
on a number of environmental bills, and an effort to get more outdoor recycling bins.

Douglass: I have been
working mostly on attempting meal plan
reform and the abolishment of the meal zones,
and I hope to put it to a
referendum next semester. Ben Brown and I are
trying to get some security around the newspapers, since they keep getting stolen.
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staff editorials

Smoke-free Williamsburg …
The city council of Williamsburg may soon
vote on a smoking ban in restaurants. The smoking restriction is a law that the city should enact
for the benefit of all its residents.
While larger cities and states nationwide have
introduced such a ban, Williamsburg has lagged
behind. Particularly at the Delis, where students
and local residents frequently congregate, there
are minimal restrictions on smoking during
nighttime hours. A ban on indoor smoking would
merely require customers to walk a few extra feet
to smoke, something that many residents in other
areas of the country have grown accustomed to
over the past decade.
A smoking ban in Williamsburg restaurants
would provide a healthier, more enjoyable environment for both employees and patrons. While

some might argue that large curbside crowds of
smokers could cause congestion and could be
dangerous, all of the Delis have access to alternative outside areas where people can smoke without blocking the main entrances.
Deli and restaurant owners who are worried
about the prospect of losing business should not
fear, as businesses in other towns that banned
smoking do not appear to have suffered financially.
The time has come for Williamsburg to catch
up. This is not an attack on smokers. Rather, it
is a possibility for healthier and more comfortable eating and drinking atmospheres and cleaner
places to work. The smoking ban is a logical
maneuver for Williamsburg’s reputation as a
pleasant community in which to live.

… But keep Yule fire burnin’
’Tis the season.
Of course, in the real world, ’tis the season for
celebration, camaraderie and joy. At the College,
however, ’tis the season for exams, stress, Red
Bull and more people than you ever thought
could fit in Swem Library.
Luckily for students, the College and the surrounding area of Williamsburg offer some great
holiday traditions and opportunities that we hope
everyone will attend and enjoy.
It all starts with this weekend’s Grand
Illumination in Colonial Williamsburg, a mustsee event that is a staple of each year’s holiday
season. For the best view, be sure to stand near
the magazine, where you can see all three sets
of fireworks at the same time, assuming you can

plow through the nine million tourists.
The College’s Yule Log ceremony is another
must-attend event. Yule Log is great not only
because Gene Nichol is second only to the original Santa Claus in authenticity, or because the
tradition is older than Thomas Jefferson and Sam
Sadler combined, but because it is one of those
events where the community of the College
comes together in a remarkable fashion. Football
may not have generated much school spirit this
year, but Nichol Claus and the warmth of the fire
in the Great Hall seem to always do the trick.
It is also said that rubbing a sprig of holly on
the Yule Log will bring you luck on exams, so
you can always thank this sacred tradition for
your successes. That or the Red Bull.

The Flat Hat welcomes submissions to the Opinions section. Letters to the Editor and Opinions columns are
due at 5 p.m. Sunday for publication the following Tuesday and at 5 p.m. Wednesday for the following Friday. All
submissions must be typed and double-spaced, and must include the author’s name, telephone number and any
relevant titles or affiliations with campus or national groups. Letters may be no more than 300 words; columns
may not be less than 500 words nor more than 700. Letters must be e-mailed to opinions@flathatnews.com. The
Flat Hat reserves the right to edit all material. Because of space limitations, The Flat Hat may not publish all
submissions. The Flat Hat Editorial Board meets before each issue to discuss the position taken by editorials.
Unsigned editorials are written by a designated member of the Editorial Board. All Board editorials reflect the
consensus of the Editorial Board. Letters, columns, graphics and cartoons reflect the view of the author only.

Pilchen for city council
Miraculously, Pilchen persuaded the city council
to change its mind. For years now, student leaders
have tried and failed to persuade the city council
to pay attention to student rights. And yet, on the
Flat Hat Chief Staff Writer
eve of what appeared to be the end of our shortlived voting rights, Pilchen stood up and made a
speech to the five stern, suspicious faces of the
Zach Pilchen ’09 has come a long way in his
city council. By the time he had sat down, they
first five semesters at the College.
were convinced. On the spot, they unanimously
He joined the Student Assembly senate April
overturned their request to the state.
of his freshman year. After just one year in the
Though a tremendous achievement for student
senate, he had attracted enough positive attention
rights, this is only a short-term solution. The city
to run for — and overwhelmingly win — the SA
council still refuses to acknowledge student voting
presidency.
rights and the issue will certainly come up again.
His accomplishments during his first semester
Noise violation penalties are still wildly high. Offas president have included unprecedented achieve- campus housing is still restricted, ridiculously, to
ments in student rights.
three unrelated people. We are still second-class
Pilchen quickly took an interest in student votcitizens.
ing rights. When the senate attempted to win
As I have said before, and will say again, the
back the student franchise by passing legislation,
only way to truly solve these problems is by electPilchen alone resisted, suggesting that they “puring students to the city council. We have the votes
sue other routes.” He was ignored — the senate
— when David Sievers ’07 ran in spring 2006 he
wrote a bill meekly requesting voting rights and,
lost by only 156 votes, and over 600 students have
of course, nothing changed.
since registered. May 6,
After that, Pilchen began
All we need now is a candidate. 2008, three of the five seats
seeking progress for students
go up for election.
more aggressively, began his Who better than Pilchen? He
All we need now is a
has proven he can lead. He has candidate. Who better than
day-in, day-out fight on our
behalf that has not slowed in proven he can rally students.
Pilchen? He has proven he
over a year.
can lead. He has proven he
When Starbucks threatcan rally students. Most difened to replace the College Delly, Pilchen listened ficult of all, he has proven he can work positively
to student outrage and responded. He started a
with members of the city government to effect real
Facebook group, “Not Another Motherfucking
progress and change. Any one of those qualities is
Starbucks!” where he held discussions with stuexceedingly rare. Only Pilchen possesses all three.
dents, posted daily updates and recruited hundreds
When I asked Pilchen whether he would conof student signatures on his petition to retain the
sider running for city council, he was hesitant
College Delly, which he used to motivate the senand skeptical. He voiced concern that all his hard
ate into action.
work on registering students to vote might appear,
That fall, he also introduced legislation on
falsely, as stemming from self-interest (his word
behalf of the College’s often marginalized GLBT
was “sketchy”) if he ran. He also said he believes
community. He penned a fiery, meticulously
he “can probably serve students better anyway
researched and damn well-written guest column in as SA president than I would sifting through
The Flat Hat in support of the bill, which passed.
Williamsburg pool chemical regulations.”
But Pilchen’s most important task still lies
While it’s true that Pilchen could make signifiahead.
cant contributions to the College with another year
The crimes of the city of Williamsburg against
as president, the most dire and challenging needs
students are well documented. We have been disof the student body can be truly solved only from
enfranchised, gerrymandered and talked down to
the seat of the city council. Besides, surely a likelike second-class citizens.
minded student could take Pilchen’s place in the
Things have improved since Pilchen’s election
SA.
as president. The city of Williamsburg recently
Sometimes an elected leader has to do someappointed a new voter registrar who allows stuthing very difficult, something contentious and
dents to register to vote. In reaction, the city
audacious, not because he wants to but because
council, who did not appoint the registrar, voted
his electorate needs him to do it, demands it of
to request a definition from the state on a specific
him. This is one of those times. Pilchen has never
term in Williamsburg voting law. This would have
flinched in working for students before. I hope —
almost certainly ended the recently regained stuwe all hope — that he will not start now.
dent right to vote.
Max Fisher is a senior at the College.

Max Fisher

By Olivia Walch, Flat Hat Cartoonist

Taking the eco initiative
alone. Since 1990, our energy bills have doubled
from under $3 million to more than $6 million.
Insofar as efficiency is concerned, the question isn’t
“can we afford to do this,” the question is “how can
we afford not to.”
Flat Hat Guest ColuMnists
The second phase — switching our power source
away from dirty coal plants to clean sources — will
In his Nov. 13 column “Don’t sign the PCC,”
depend on the increasing availability of renewable
Andrew Peters gave an accurate description of the
energy in Virginia. For this, we are encouraged by
College’s environmental policy, or lack thereof.
Gov. Tim Kaine’s energy plan, Sen. John Warner’s
He cited our grade of ‘D-’ in sustainability, our
climate bill and other pieces of legislation.
ever-increasing 60,000 tons of carbon emissions and
New technology that allows green power to be
the backward approach of our administration toward generated for less cost than coal also suggests that
green initiatives. We also wholeheartedly agree with this isn’t an unrealistic expectation. In addition, a
his characterization that global warming is humanipartnership with the Clinton Climate Initiative gives
tarian crisis of almost unimaginable proportions.
PCC signatories access to $5 billion worth of fundWhat we find baffling about his column is
ing mechanisms and discounts on green products
that, although he accepts the scientific consenfrom companies and banks.
sus on global warming, he doesn’t want us to do
While College President Gene Nichol and his
our part by signing the American College and
administration stall on the PCC, we are missing
University Presidents Climate
out on these opportunities.
Commitment.
We refuse to accept the inac- Where we should have been
It is entirely possible for
a leader, we are now a latetion that has dominated the comer and we may soon be
the world to mitigate global
energy policy discussion at the left behind all together. We
warming, but only if every
individual, institution and
refuse to accept the inaction
College for too long.
country makes an effort to
that has dominated the energy policy discussion at the
reduce their carbon footprint.
College
for
too
long.
Our
sense of responsibility for
To agree that the climate is in crisis, but then to
reject an effort toward effective action is hypocritiour own actions, our pride in our school as a leader
cal, ignorant and more than a little silly.
in higher education and our concern for the wellThe PCC is the only sector-wide, voluntary initiabeing of our planet demand immediate action.
tive toward eliminating carbon emissions. Since its
Unlike Peters, we do not see the involvement of
January launch, it has been signed by 437 univerthe College in such humanitarian efforts as “trousities of every size. The University of California
bling,” but rather as inspiring. We believe we speak
system has signed, as have Cornell University,
for many when we say that the College’s greatUniversity of North Carolina and 13 Virginia instiest strength is not its frugal business model, but
tutions. These schools do not constitute a “climate
rather its selfless commitment to service — locally,
change hegemony,” but a community of academic
nationally and globally.
leaders who recognize the threat of global warming
We give our time and our passion, and we stand
and who are prepared to do their part to combat it.
ready to take on the challenge of global climate
The first phase of signing the PCC, renovating
change. We join the more than 1,000 students,
existing buildings to make them more efficient,
more than 300 faculty and nearly 1,000 alumni
can be done at almost zero cost to the College. A
to say “sign the Presidents Climate Commitment,
2005 renovation to William and Mary Hall cut the
President Nichol.” It is our only choice.
building’s energy bill $250,000 per year. Imagine
Josh Wayland and Jake Reeder, co-facilitators of
renovating Tucker Hall or Morton Hall and practithe Student Environmental Action Coalition, are a
cally paying for the project from the energy savings senior and junior at the College, respectively.

Josh Wayland and
Jake Reeder

Letter to the Editor
Nichol should resign
To the Editor:

It is clear, viewed from a distance, that College
President Gene Nichol should resign.
His misrepresentation of alumni fundraising, as
ignoble as the withdrawal of a pledge of support
by alumnus James McGlothlin ’62 J.D. ’64, casts
serious doubt on Nichol’s ability to raise funds for
the College and, more importantly, his judgment. It
is difficult to see how he now can provide effective
leadership of the College.
There are also crucial issues that Nichol has
failed to address during his three-year tenure as
president. Most importantly, the position of faculty
salaries, relative to our peers, continues to erode.
The current budget cuts put into motion by Virginia
Gov. Tim Kaine only exacerbate what is, by any
standard, a dire situation. To my knowledge,
Nichol and other members of the administration
have made no public statements regarding how we
are to achieve the stated goal of the 60th percentile
of our peer group with regard to salaries in the current budget environment.
Moreover, the teaching loads faced by the
majority of faculty in arts and sciences are also
well above those of our peers, yet this administration has completely failed to engage this problem.
It is certain that the best and most productive
scholar-teachers will leave the College in search of
greener and more stimulating pastures if nothing is
done to address these issues.
Nichol has also failed to articulate a coherent
vision of the kind of intellectual community that
the College should be. Platitudes about “great
and public” mean little without a concrete plan to
achieve that goal. And one might question, given
current funding levels, whether it is even possible
to be a great, but public, small university. By what

means would we achieve that end? Blandishments
by the administration and admissions office aside,
the College still has a ways to go before it achieves
a global reputation for research. As an institution, we should lose the mantra of “undergraduate
research” and get down to the real business of creating an intellectual community that encompasses
accomplished scholars (faculty) and developing
scholars (students) in equal measure.
Lest the conservative factions that were outraged by the Wren cross controversy misinterpret
this letter, please note that I am not calling for
Nichol’s resignation on the basis of opposition to
his actions there, except with regard to how those
actions call into question his judgment on the prioritization of issues on campus. Surely, as a community of scholars and aspiring scholars, we have
better things to worry about than the cross in the
Wren Chapel.
The cumulative record that Nichol has amassed
in three years does not inspire confidence in this
faculty member. I doubt that I am alone, even
among those of us who agree with his positions
like trying to make the College more diverse.
If his fondness and respect for the College are as
deep as he professes, he should resign now, before
damaging the College and its reputation further.
When Nichol resigns, I urge both the campus
community and the Board of Visitors to think long
and hard before appointing yet another president
who does not hold a Ph.D. and who has not taught
in an arts and sciences discipline. Arts and sciences are the heart and soul of the College, and
we desperately need a leader who understands the
nature of research and teaching in one of these core
disciplines.
— David A. Jaeger
Associate Professor of Economics
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It’s Christmastime in Williamsburg
By Ashley Baird
Flat Hat Managing Editor

W

illiamsburg and the College know
how to do Christmas right, with
fireworks, truckloads of evergreen,
charity and tradition — lots of tradition.
Every year, students returning from
Thanksgiving break anticipate the best kickoff of the Christmas season. One of the
most popular events in Williamsburg, Grand
Illumination, held on Duke of Gloucester
Street, draws thousands of people to the city to
see a Christmas fireworks show of colonial-era
splendor.
The show itself — running for the 50th time
this year — is one-of-a-kind.
“We use fireworks that are really in the spirit
of the 17th-century tradition,” Michael Fox, vice
president of Pyrotecnico, a Pennsylvaniabased fireworks company and lead tech
for Grand Illumination, said. “We tailor
the show to something you could
[have possibly seen] at that time,
historically.”
This means creating a
visually stunning show
rather than a loud one,
consisting of so many
fireworks that even
the company can’t
count them. Fox also
understands
the
historical importance
of
the
show’s
location, and
is working
hard to make
sure that both
the holiday
decorations
— and the
buildings
they decorate
—
stay
intact.
“ Yo u ’ r e
shooting
right beside
something
that would

be very difficult to replace,” he said. “It’s a very
difficult situation.”
The difficulty of creating the Grand
Illumination show is mirrored in the behind-thescenes creation of a colonial Christmas on DoG
Street. Strolling up the street a few hours before
the fireworks will reveal a town transformed
by fresh holly, traditional fruit wreaths and
miles of fresh evergreen adorning the
windows and doors of homes and
shops. Christmases of t h e
yore are perfectly and
painstakingly recreated
for tourists and students,
all in the name of a
traditional holiday
season.
The warmth of
the holidays and
love of tradition are
just as important on
campus as they are on
DoG Street. For over
20 years, the College
has hosted Green
and Gold Christmas,
an event that embodies
the ideals of the season in a
day of charity, generosity and fun.
Underprivileged children in the
Williamsburg area are invited, free
of charge, to the College for an
early Christmas.
Randi Lassiter ’08, chair of Green and Gold
Christmas, hopes to spread holiday cheer.
“I just really love Christmas, and I don’t
want to see kids not be able to have a good
Christmas,” she said. “It’s not that all the
children won’t have a Christmas, it’s just
that maybe their families are financially
strapped. All of them are from underprivileged
backgrounds.”
The morning of Dec. 8, hundreds of children
will gather in the University Center, bright
with anticipation and energy, to be matched
with a waiting student. For the next four hours,
the kids are the bosses; the college students
get to be a little kids again. Christmas cookie
decorating, arts and crafts, toys, Santa and an
enormous inflatable obstacle course make this
a day that the kids will remember throughout

the next year.
“They really enjoy it,” Lassiter said. “I just
hear from a lot of parents, ‘When is Green and
Gold Christmas coming up? My kids want
to know.’ It’s really a serious thing; the kids
will ask about this months in advance so their
parents will make sure they can come.”
Being a student chaperone can be tiring,
but it is immensely rewarding. And
the best part? “The blowup obstacle course,”
Lassiter said. “People
need to sign up. This
is a really great
cause and I
think that
people
will have
a lot of
fun. They
s h o u l d n ’t
focus on
e x a m s
coming
up,
just come out
anyway.”
Another popular
exam break comes in the
form of one of the best-loved
holiday traditions at the College.
Nothing says holiday cheer — and
halfway through exams — quite like the
Yule Log ceremony, which will take place
Dec. 15 at 6 p.m. Students gather together
with friends in the dark chill of the Wren
Courtyard to remember all of the good things
about the College and the holidays — friends,
tradition, carols and community. In the spirit
of the season, several student organizations
come together to tell the story of the holidays
for their respective religions, including Hillel,
the Persian Student Organization, the Black
Student Organization and others.
“I really like the Yule Log Ceremony,”
Lassiter said. “It just makes it feel so official;
the holidays are really coming up. It just has
that almost-going-home feel. When Yule Log
comes around, it just really feels right.”
Brooke Tortorella ’08, vice president of
Mortar Board, the organization that
co-sponsors the ceremony
with Omicron

Delta Kappa, couldn’t agree more.
“I’m a senior this year, and I wanted to be
involved in something that was more traditional
to William and Mary,” she said. “I thought this
was a good opportunity to do that. I mean, I
love Yule Log. Everybody does. It’s fun.”
Mortar Board and ODK also try to foster
the spirit of seasonal giving by conducting
a coin drive during the week leading up to
Yule Log. This year, the money collected will
go to Bright Beginnings and the Academy
for Life and Learning, which benefit public
education in Williamsburg-James City County
for underprivileged and long-term suspended
students, respectively.
This marks the 77th year the ceremony has
taken place, and it promises to capture the spirit
of the holidays once again. Whether it’s the
carols sung by the choir and the Gentlemen
of the College, Vice President for Student
Affairs Sam Sadler’s reading of “’Twas the
Night before Finals,” College President Gene
Nichol’s Santa suit and retelling of “How the
Grinch Stole Christmas” or throwing a sprig
of holly onto the Yule log for good luck in
the coming year, there’s something about the
ceremony that draws students every winter and
creates memories of holiday traditions that will
endure for years.
“I really just think it’s kind of nostalgic to be
thinking, ‘Oh, next year’s my last semester,’”
Tortorella said. “I’ll definitely miss William
and Mary and all the traditions, so I’m really
happy that I got to be a part of the event you
kind of feel like you left your mark in a way,
in something more traditional than just taking
class. It’s meaningful, I think.”
That meaningfulness abounds here at the
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a two-part series
TODAY: Beloved Christmas traditions on campus and
in Williamsburg draw students and tourists
Next Tuesday: A look at other holiday celebrations
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Have yourself a boozy little Christmas Student dancers make their pointe
Charlotte Savino
Flat hat COLUMNIST

With Thanksgiving having come and gone, the
Savino matriarch has begun assembling a to-do list
and, more importantly, a to-give list for Christmas.
Last year my sisters and I each received minibottles in our crocheted stockings to put in the
morning’s coffee: Kahlua, Frangelico, Disaronno
and Starbucks liqueur — all recommended. But
does waking up to alcohol mean that the innocence
of my youth is gone?
I have taken a picture with the Macy’s Herald
Square Santaland Santa — the real one — every
year of my life. I cried at three months, slept at 15
months, cried again at two years. At first, it was
cute, and then it was a little pathetic by the time I
was around 12, but it hit its full stride of irony at
the age of 15. Can I really go this year, and will I
need a pre-Christmas mini-bottle?
While preparing my wish list for my mother,
I realized that a leather portfolio, briefcase and
business suit wouldn’t be the kind of things
Santa was likely to shove down our non-existent
chimney. No, this year there was nothing I wanted
that could be wrapped up and put under the tree.
It looks like it will be another alcohol-filled
Christmas.
My father is thrilled.
As a senior, I’m only a few months away
from hypothetical autonomy — both social and
financial. My graduation from the College also
marks my graduation from Christmas. As my
mother has already told me several times, “This is
your last Christmas, Charls.”
Am I going to die on Boxing Day?
Well, the Christmas spirit of my childhood will,
apparently.
And nobody seems to be particularly concerned.
Both sisters — 10 and 12 years my senior —
have been counting down the days until my 21st
birthday, and now that the day has finally come

and gone, all family traditions are out the window.
On my 21st, one sister wrote, “I have been waiting
for this day since you were born. Does this mean
we can start going to Vegas for Christmas now?”
I suppose Vegas would be a refreshing change
of pace. Chips in one’s stocking, lots of spiked
punch, maybe a Christmas strip-tacular, no
presents, no stress. Booze, nudity and gambling —
everything my family has been looking forward to
for years.
We skipped the big family Christmas two years
ago. The Savino clan holed up in our beach house
with meatloaf (the food, not the singer), DVDs
and, again, booze. Apparently, that day can never
be recreated again; it was too perfect and too
isolated.
As it stands now, one sister won’t be around
for Christmas, nobody even called each other for
Thanksgiving and I won’t be going out for New
Year’s Eve. Are the holiday traditions just going to
lie dormant until one of us has a baby? I certainly
hope not — none of us plans to be knocked up
anytime soon.
Instead of eating advent calendar chocolates
like in years past, I get to tick off all of my essays
and deadlines as each day ends. I’m working more
hours, scrambling for last minute money for gifts.
All for what? Sitting around an empty apartment
with gimlets and a “Law and Order” marathon?
Perhaps, if that’s what keeps the family together.
Sam Waterston can be my new Santa.
Perhaps now is the time to make some new
traditions: The Savino daughters are looking for
a mini-bottle encore, but maybe yours will be
different. It could be time to transition pajama
lounging into brunch or ordering-in Chinese food.
I realize now, under the duress of finals, graduate
school applications and senior year, that my
yearning for Christmas is just the need to return to
stability — as boozy as it may be.
So I suppose I don’t need my Christmas tree or
even to go home, so long as the Christmas spirits
are flowing and my family is around.
Charlotte Savino is a Confusion Corner
columnist. For Christmas, she’s asking Santa for a
leather portfolio, a gimlet and a pony.

By Jessica Gold
The Flat Hat
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
University Center Commonwealth
Auditorium, the College’s studentrun dance company, Pointe Blank,
will perform its fall semester
show.
The show will feature 14
dances and should run about an
hour and a half.
“[The show] will be hosted by
emcees from 7th Grade Sketch

show were choreographed by the
current company, which consists
of 29 members. New members
are selected based on their
performance and attitude exhibited
during tryouts held in the fall
of each year. With the company
members changing somewhat
annually, each year’s show offers
something different.
“Past shows have had the same
variety because our members
all have different areas of dance
that interest them. One difference
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Student-run Pointe Blank will perform its fall show Sunday at 2 p.m.

Comedy,” Lisa Bateman ’09 said.
“We have jazz, lyrical, Pointe,
tap, hip-hop and modern dances,
as well as a Christmas-themed
Rockette-style kick line.”
Bateman, who has been a
member of the company for three
years, joined because Pointe Blank
offered the type of dance style that
interested her. The opportunity for
members to choreograph their
own dances was another lure.
All the dances in Sunday’s

in this semester’s show is that
the two male members of the
company are not able to perform,
so the entire show will feature
our female members,” President
Jennie McFaden ’09 said.
Each year since the founding
of Pointe Blank in 1995, the
group has put on one show per
semester, usually in November
and April. The company has been
rehearsing since the beginning of
the semester.

“The show is going to be pretty
hot,” Lauren Williams ’09 said.
“We’ve got a really talented group
this year and a lot of variety in the
choreography, so it’s definitely
something worth seeing. Plus,
since it’s in December, we’ll
be throwing in a little holiday
cheer.”
Because the dances are so diverse
and range from ballet and jazz to
hip-hop and modern, according to
McFaden, the organization attracts
a wide variety of dancers, creating
a unique atmosphere.
“Pointe Blank is a good group
of people, laid-back and fun to be
around,” McFaden said. “When I
was offered an opportunity to be
in charge of something I enjoy
and get to know people in the
company better, I had to take it.”
Williams, who has been with
the company since her freshman
year, agrees that one of the reasons
she tried out for Pointe Blank was
its members.
“I joined because dancing is
a great way to relieve stress and
because the group seemed like
a whole lot of fun,” she said. “I
also wanted to mix up my modern
curriculum with a variety of dance
styles.”
Tickets for the show will be
on sale in the UC outside the
auditorium before the show. They
will cost $4, with $1 of every ticket
going to the College’s chapter of
Habitat for Humanity.
According to Bateman, the
group was careful to schedule the
show around Grand Illumination.
“The show’s going to be a
good one,” McFaden said. “We’ve
got great dancers and awesome
emcees.”
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That Girl

behind closed doors

Everyone’s a little bit bisexual, sometimes

Tina Ho
By Samantha Fien-Helfman
That Guy Columnist
Tina Ho is the human version
of the energizer bunny. Her current
involvements range from serving as the
student representative to the Board of
Visitors to being a youth soccer coach.
Every Wednesday night when the clock
hits 10:30 p.m., a group of students leave
their study groups and late night meetings
to rance their way down D.O.G. Street.
Tina, as usual leads the pack. This week’s
That Girl discusses her reconstructive
surgeries, her passion for medicine, and
the true art of rancing.
What attracted you to the College?
I mainly came to William and Mary
because of the Murray Scholar Program,
which really sealed deal for me. The
scholarship provides the equivalent of full
in-state tuition for four incoming students
and ensured the opportunity and attention
I would get here. What I didn’t know at
the time was how perfect of a fit William
and Mary would be for me … the service
oriented campus is what I needed to
nurture my own passion for service. I’ve
realized how amazing William and Mary
itself is, beyond the program, because of
the breadth of opportunities within the
classroom or on campus. I also knew that
William and Mary would prepare me well
pre-med wise. If I was able to do well
here, I knew I would have just as good of
a chance being accepted to top medical
schools as if I had gone to a private or
Ivy-caliber school.
How did studying at Oxford last
semester help to prepare you for
medical school?
Oh, I’m homesick for Oxford. The
whole academic experience itself was
incredibly rewarding. The school has a
tutorial system where you meet once a
week with your professor for an hour.
It was typical to have a paper due every
week and, as a science major who does
not write papers often or enjoy them as
much, it was initially a real challenge.
I would have a list of 10 books and
would have to get them, read them,
and then write my paper. At the tutorial
session, the professor might ask me to
read or summarize the paper and would
sometimes challenge my ideas on the
spot. It was really nice and invigorating
not to be doing something for a grade,
but rather for the learning experience.
The discussions allowed me to become
much more assertive and confident in
a discussion kind of environment or
atmosphere.
What spurred your initial interest in
medicine?
One thing a lot of people don’t know
about me is that I have experienced eight
reconstructive surgeries between birth
and the fourth grade. Basically, I was

Emily Powell
flat hat sex columnist

born with a nevus on the side of my head,
which is a large mole or pigmented area.
It could have been potentially cancerous
so, through several surgeries, we had it
removed. At one point, I had balloons in
my scalp for tissue expansion. Ten years
of my life were consumed by tiresome
check-ups, appointments and nights spent
at the hospital.
The inspiration for [studying
medicine], however, is my grandfather.
He started work early in his teenage years
to support his several younger siblings
and even spent seven years in prison
while part of a resistance force against
French occupation. The father of five
successful children, this was a selfless
man who sacrificed himself for the wellbeing of others. All he wanted was for
an individual in his family to become
a doctor. Although my grandfather will
never know my future that I am so
dedicated to fulfill for him, I am fortunate
enough to have been able to meet my
role-model once and experience firsthand
the great man he was. I just hope.
You’re currently seeing the other
side of reconstructive surgery. Can
you tell me about your experiences at
Operation Smile?
I first learned about Operation Smile
when I visited Princeton during their
Admittance Weekend my senior year in
high school. At some point, I learned
the non-profit was based in Norfolk,
and through a component of the Murray
Scholarship, looked to gain exposure to a
different type of medical experience being
that it was on the non-profit side. Given
my history and service values, I also
though it might be a possible direction I’d
want to take with medicine. Last spring, I
called about internship opportunities and
filled out one of their applications. One of
the co-founders of the organization called
me from Los Angeles to find out more
about what I was hoping to get out of the
experience which really impressed me. I
have been interning there in the office of
the CEO and their education department
since that call.
Your passion for rancing transferred
over to even your medical school essays.
When did your involvement with that
start and how would you describe what
it is?
The art of rancing (running and dancing
at the same time) has become my favorite
pastime in college. It is a pastime that I
was introduced to only one year ago, yet
defines the essence of the individual I have
matured into during my collegiate career.
It is a phenomenon hard to describe just
in words. For me, this outdoors activity is
defined as a simultaneous combination of
running and dancing to the tune of an iPod
or other exclusive music source. Rancing
is a pre-planned event, but occurs as a
spontaneous process.

To some people, bisexuality is an
offensive concept; some see it as trying
to have your cake and eat it, too.
It does open a veritable buffet of
sexual possibilities, but bisexuality isn’t
about being confused or indecisive
about which sex to date. It’s more about
being attracted to an individual, not
necessarily their sexual organs.
Isn’t this a concept we apply to
relationships all the time? Everyone
wants to be liked for who they are
rather than what they are; bisexuality
exemplifies that philosophy. Whether
you think you are or not, almost
everyone’s a little bit bisexual.
Most people place themselves at one
of the extremes of the Kinsey scale.
However, in actuality, they probably
fall somewhere in the middle. It’s
completely normal for gay people
to find the opposite gender sexually
appealing. On the same token, straight
people can find members of the same
gender alluring.
This isn’t to say that everyone’s up
for changing the scenery of their sexual
orientation, but it’s something to think
about. If you’re truly looking for love,
maybe you shouldn’t write off half of
the population. Just because if flows
against social norms, or because you
simply hadn’t considered it, doesn’t
mean that a person of the same sex isn’t
worthwhile. The love of your life — or
the shag of your life — could be in the
bathroom stall right beside you.
If you’re homophobic or
heterophobic you may have already
stopped reading. If you haven’t, you’re
probably trying to convince yourself
that you’re not in a gray area — that
you’re one of the few purely straight
or gay people in the world and proud
of it. If you’re still repeating the names
of all the people you’ve slept with just
to reaffirm it, breathe easy. No one is
saying that because you’re in college
you must be sexually curious and live
out every crazy experience possible.

However, it might simply be that you
haven’t found a person outside of your
normal scope to whom you’re attracted.
Think about the feelings you get
when you look at a totally hot girl
or guy: nervous tingles, increased
salivation or the size of your eyes.
That chemistry occurs when you see
someone you want. Have you ever
had one of those “I think I might be
gay” moments? It’s more than seeing a
guy or girl and appreciating his or her
attractiveness. It’s the same urge you
get when you see any crush — this
one simply happens to have different
equipment.
If you’re still unsure whether you’re
really releasing a little inner-bisexuality,
that warm sensation right around the
crotch region is a good indicator as
well.
Whether you should reevaluate your
sexuality depends on how you look at
it. Some people think they are straight
for a long time simply because they’ve
convinced themselves of the “fact.”
Then, when they meet a person that
really does it for them, they suddenly
“discover” that they’re actually gay.
Don’t worry about the label that
comes with your decisions regarding
sexual orientation or the actions you
take while following those urges. It’s
much simpler to admit to yourself that
you know what personality or body
type you’re looking for. Whoever fits
the bill is yours for the night.
Once in the bedroom, it is time
to stop thinking of your crush as just

It’s Christmastime in Williamsburg
Christmas from page 7
College. At a time when finals can
make even the most avid Christmas
lover a Scrooge, long-held and beloved

traditions, along with a good dose of
generosity and charity, can take the chill
out of the air and restore cheer to the
weary student.
“When I came back after

Thanksgiving,
I
peeked
Williamsburg and all the trees
decorated, and that was nice to
Tortorella said. “It kind of lifts
spirits.”
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a great personality without regard
for what’s downstairs. The type of
equipment you’ve both got dictates the
kind of fun you can have. For an initial
bisexual experience, this will probably
create the most anxiety. After all it’s
like losing your virginity all over again.
Welcome that feeling of
awkwardness with open arms. Don’t
be afraid to tell your partner that
this is your first time with his or her
gender, and that you might need a bit
of coaching. Take some time to be
creative. If you’re with the same sex,
try out touching them the way you
like being touched. If you’re going
for the opposite sex for the first time,
it’s a completely different adventure.
Let your partner guide you; the sexual
chemistry should take care of the rest.
It’s your choice as to whether or not
you act on your impulse if and when
you feel that chemistry. My advice is
to go for it. However, it is important
to remember there are the same sexual
risks apply to sex. They might reject
you — maybe because they aren’t
comfortable with bisexuality, or
they’re not that into you — but, if they
seem to accept your advances, give
yourself a hand. You’ve just left one
end of the spectrum and have entered a
wonderfully blurry gray land. You can
to go back to where you came from,
travel to the other side or just chill in
limbo forever.
Emily Powell is the sex columnist for
the Flat Hat. She has a girl-crush on
Kate Prengaman.

hard
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horoscopes
Scorpio: Oct. 23 - Nov. 21

Aquarius: Jan. 20 - Feb. 18

Taurus: April 20 - May 20

Leo: July 23 - Aug. 22

Sagittarius: Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

Pisces: Feb. 19 - March 20

Gemini: May 21- June 21

Virgo: Aug. 23 - Sept. 22

Capricorn: Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

Aries: March 21 - April 19

Cancer: June 22 - July 22

Libra: Sept. 23 - Oct. 22

Although you desperately want to know
your horoscope, unfortunately, the stars
have decided that this week it is for
British eyes only.

The doctors may not be sure if that
rash on your back is ringworm, an
allergic reaction, a sunburn or poison
ivy. Unfortunately, it is all four.
When people tell you that Apple Jacks
don’t taste like apples, instead of
responding, “I eat what I like,” say
instead, “Don’t be no hata!”

Although your sociology professor may
be funny in class, he becomes less
funny when his family is kidnapped and
he is forced to crack wise at gunpoint.
Mars is in the seventh house, so you
should definitely try some of Wawa’s
macaroni and cheese. The Red Planet
says it’s delicious.

If you’re a philosophy major worried
about your post-graduation career
prospects, never fear; you can still
discuss Plato in your cardboard box.

When you hear people whispering about
“Cutthroat Bitch” around you, know that
they’re not talking about the competitive
Anne Dudek character on “House.”
As Food Network’s Sandra Lee always
says, when life gives you lemons, make
semi-homemade lemon bars to really
make your tablescape pop!

Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus.
Unfortunately, the state senate is about
to pass legislation banning gay people,
including homosexuals and the jolly.

You will prove an old adage wrong this
week when you invent a candle that
burns at both ends. Your RA will not
approve of the open flames.

Although a spoonful of sugar makes the
medicine go down, extensive testing will
show you that the same is not true for
cumin, fennel, horseradish or thyme.

What happens when your sex columnist gets laid ... off?

Don’t worry about not finishing that
marathon. Did you hear what happened
to the guy who ran the first one?
— by Alex Guillén

While our columnist was not laid off, the
position will be open next semester. If
you’re interested, e-mail Alice Hahn at
alice.hahn@flathatnews.com to apply.
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‘Beowulf’ successfully adapts tale
By Beth Sutherland
Flat Hat Staff Writer

When Hollywood tackles epic tales,
the result isn’t always epic.
Heaven knows Camelot has suffered
many a blow. “The Last Legion” and
“King Arthur” stand witness. Homer,
too, had intellectual property stolen
for the worse in “Troy” and “Helen
of Troy.”
Little wonder, then, that enthusiasts
of the Old English epic poem
“Beowulf” viewed the preview for
Robert Zemeckis’s film adaptation
with a mixture of anticipation and
wariness.
Open-minded “Beowulf” fans,
however, will find in this movie a poignant, cleverly written reinterpretation
of a timeless tale. Not your mother’s
“Beowulf,” Zemeckis presents a fresh
portrait of the story that emphasizes
the fallibility of the hero.
Our generation — having forgone
Superman for antiheroes like the
Punisher, Danny Ocean’s 11 thieves and
others — has cultivated an increasing
distrust of heroes. For better or worse,
the superhuman warrior Beowulf (Ray
Winstone, “The Departed”), a justified
braggart in the old tale, would not
translate successfully into a modern
film.
So, clearly we can’t stomach the
glory ethos necessary to tell this story
straight. If we can’t tell the story of a

hero battling actual demons, we can at
least show him battling his own.
When it comes to the Beowulf
legend, deconstruction is the name of
the game. Neil Gaiman, author of the
award-winning “Sandman” graphic
novels, and Canadian screenwriter
Roger Avary wrote the movie’s
highly imaginative and resourceful
screenplay. Surprisingly, they preserve
the tale’s plot-points very faithfully.
No component is left out — only
reinvented.
The writers actually pay attention
to the minor poetic details that
Hollywood usually tramples. All
characters are present and mirror their
literary counterparts enough to lend
them credibility.
Even King Hrothgar’s (Anthony
Hopkins, “Silence of the Lambs”)
allusion to his own dragon-slaying
days remains, as does the part in which
Unferth (John Malkovich, “Being
John Malkovich”) calls Beowulf out
for losing in a swimming contest. The
pagan-Christian tension, also a part of
the poem’s tradition, is deftly woven
in as well.
Make no mistake — while he would
have recognized his creation, the poet
would have exclaimed (as he sat in the
theater munching early Anglo-Saxon
popcorn), “That is not what I meant.”
Gaiman and Avary offer a distorted
reflection of the story because the
components, though present, have all

Coen brothers’
‘No Country’
surprises, chills
By Greg Benson
The Flat Hat

As is so often the case with modern
deconstructions of tales, the monsters
become sympathetic agents of their
own destiny and the heroes look like
monsters beside them.
Possibly the most stunning portion

“No Country for Old Men,” the latest offering
from cinematic wonder-twins Ethan and Joel Coen
(“O Brother, Where Art Thou?”), seems to have been
the victim of some tricky advertising.
Trailers would have you believe the film revolves
around a “Die Hard”-style everyman turned superman,
engaged in a clever cat-and-mouse game with a
Tarantino-esque mega-assassin, rife with fist fights,
car explosions and shotgun blasts aplenty.
The actual film is a surprisingly different animal.
For one thing, the movie is far more subdued, in
an eerie sort of way. The whole film is mostly devoid
of bright colors, completely devoid of background
music and very conservative with human emotions.
The characters also aren’t the typical action heroes
you’d expect from the previews. Rather, they’re just
regular Joes, and the fact that one of them happens to
be an insidious serial killer doesn’t change that. He
hurts and runs and bleeds just like everybody else,
and he certainly does a lot of that last one as he chases
a missing $2 million sum from a soured drug deal
across the barren plains of the Mojave Desert.
Javier Bardem (“Collateral”), in playing serial
killer Anton Chigurh, knows how to be a cold,
unfeeling badass, and the Coen Brothers, no strangers
to the serial killer concept, gave him plenty of

See ‘BEOWULF’ page 9

See ‘country’ page 9
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Ray Winstone stars as Beowulf, the classic, titular superhuman hero, in
Robert Zemeckis’s film adaptation of the Old English epic poem.

been tweaked just enough to change
the meaning of the entire story.
Rather than presenting us with a
hero who fights the hopeless fight
— all the more glorious, as J.R.R.
Tolkien said, because it is futile — we
get a hero who succumbs to pride, lies
and lust in the most human of ways.

‘Enchanted’ wins with ‘Shrek’-like satire
By Caitlin Clements
The Flat Hat
A Disney animated film has once
again reigned over the box office for the
Thanksgiving holiday.
The surprising thing is that this time it
wasn’t a flashy CGI Pixar spectacle, but
rather a heartfelt tale that is much closer
to the traditional hand-drawn animated
fare of yore.
“Enchanted” begins in the animated
kingdom of Andalasia, where we meet
Giselle (Amy Adams, “Catch Me if You
Can”), the newest addition to Disney’s
lineup of princesses. In the course of
one delightfully sappy musical number
entitled “True Love’s Kiss,” Giselle
meets handsome Prince Edward (James

Marsden, “Hairspray”), declares that he is
her one true love and immediately agrees
that they should be married.
Unfortunately,
Edward’s
evil
stepmother, Queen Narissa, (Susan
Sarandon, “Thelma & Louise”), is
infuriated by the thought of losing her
crown to young Giselle, so she dons the
form of a Snow White-esque old hag and
pushes the fair maiden down an enchanted
well. Through a mystical transformation,
Giselle goes from being an animated
princess to a real-life fair maiden, and she
finds herself lost and confused in the very
real world of New York City.
As soon as she hits the Big Apple, you
realize that Giselle is not your average
damsel-in-distress, nor is her new
real-world suitor your average Prince
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Amy Adams stars as Giselle, the stereotypical Disney animated princess who finds
herself in the real world in the new satirical comedy, “Enchanted.”

Charming. She meets divorce lawyer
Robert, played by Patrick Dempsey
(“Grey’s Anatomy”), who welcomes the
confused young woman into his home.
Despite their eventual attraction, Robert
is not exactly free to sweep Giselle
off her feet. He has a pint-sized little
princess of his own — his daughter
Morgan (newcomer Rachel Covey) —
as well as longtime girlfriend Nancy,
played by Broadway favorite Idina
Menzel (“Rent”), who’s ready for Robert
to commit.
The relationships in his life are as
messy as his cluttered apartment, which
Giselle tidies up in a number called the
“Happy Working Song” with the help of
New York’s finest: a bevy of rats, pigeons
and roaches.
While Giselle is learning the ways
of the city, Prince Edward journeys to
New York in search of his betrothed.
He is accompanied by Queen Narissa’s
malicious henchman Nathaniel (Timothy
Spall, “Harry Potter and the Prisoner of
Azkaban”), who is determined to get rid
of Giselle, as well as a scene-stealing
chipmunk named Pip.
As Edward and his gang experience
mishaps around Manhattan, Giselle is
finding herself more and more attracted to
Robert. Soon she realizes she must make
a choice between the handsome Edward
and a different kind of Prince Charming
who leads a much more exciting, yet
complicated life.
Fans of classic Disney films will
delight in catching the hidden nods to
past favorites, from Giselle channeling
Snow White with her animal-summoning
See ‘enchanted’ page 9
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Thomas Jane [Center] stars as David Drayton in the Frank Darabont
directed film version of the Stephen King novella, “The Mist.”

Acting, special effects
make ‘Mist’ eerie, grim
By Ted Hogeman
The Flat Hat
“The Mist” is my absolute
favorite Stephen King story, and I
have always wanted to see a film
adaptation of it. Directed by Frank
Darabont (“The Green Mile,”
“Shawshank Redemption”), “The
Mist” doesn’t disappoint.
“The Mist” is a beautiful
film to watch. Darabont chose a
documentary approach for much of
his cinematography, and it works.
The fluid motion of the camera lends
realism to the fantastical events of

the story and constantly keeps the
audience’s attention, while providing
a kinetic energy throughout the film.
The audience floats among the
characters, trapped with them in their
doomed fate.
The visual effects of “The
Mist” are as stunning as the
cinematography, though the film
does sometimes suffer from the
usual CGI overkill. The mist itself
creates an alien atmosphere that
drives characters apart through fear,
creating endless tension. It becomes
See ‘mist’ page 9

Fox’s ‘House’ benefits from new medical team, fresh characters
Alex Guillén

critical condition Columnist

Nine episodes, several deaths, 40 candidates
and dozens of House-isms later, there’s a new
diagnostic team on FOX’s medical dramedy,
“House.”
Avid readers may recall I pleaded for a new
medical team last February. I felt that Cameron
(Jennifer Morrison), Chase (Jesse Spencer)
and Foreman (Omar Epps) were tired and, as
characters, run into the ground. I was disappointed
when all three remained this season just so that
House could pine away.
Cameron and Chase remained at PrincetonPlainsboro, much to my chagrin — Chase has
continued just being himself, while Cameron has
actually flourished without the constant burden of
House. I wouldn’t mind her staying on the show,
albeit in a less prominent role.
And then there’s Foreman. I have never,

ever liked Foreman. He has only two topics of
discussion: his race and why he hates House. I
was actually rooting for his death in the two-part
episode when he contracted a life-threatening
bacteria. Alas, the writers aren’t done with him yet;
as it turns out, Foreman has become too much like
House to find a job anywhere else, so he crawls
back to Cuddy (Lisa Edelstein) who hires him
over House’s objections. I was worried Foreman’s
return would mean only two new candidates, but,
per usual, House cleverly persuaded Cuddy into
letting him hire three, increasing his team.
So, let’s get to the new team. I enjoyed the style
in which House chose the new fellows — sort of a
cross between “Survivor” and “Flavor of Love.” In
this column, I’m going to refer to them as House
refers to them, be it their real names or nicknames.
House’s three new employees are Thirteen (Olivia
Wilde), an internist; Kutner (Kal Penn), a specialist
in sports medicine; and Taub (Peter Jacobsen), a
former plastic surgeon. I like all three.
Kutner is without a doubt my favorite. Besides
the fact that I am a huge Penn fan, I like him
because his character is fresh and captivating.
Kutner’s methods are perhaps even more

outrageous than House’s. He seems to have a lovehate relationship with defibrillators — he once lit
a patient on fire when he used a defibrillator in a
hyperbaric chamber and also nearly electrocuted
himself into a coma when he revived a patient
with soaking wet clothes. He also suggested taking
out a security guard while digging up a body and
devised a clever liver stress test by drinking the
patient under the table. I can’t wait to see what
crazy thing he does next.
Thirteen is also an interesting character. I feared
that at first she would be too much like Cameron,
but thankfully her personality is drastically
different.
In one of the earlier episodes, a patient dies
after the team correctly diagnosed him, and
Thirteen screwed up by not observing the patient
taking the treatment (which instead went to his
dog). House threatens to fire her (and in fact
fires most of the other female candidates) for this
mistake, but decides she won’t repeat the error.
Nevertheless, the writers seem keen on creating
parallels between Thirteen and Cameron; just as
Cameron was reluctant to get the results of an HIV
test, so is Thirteen reluctant to discover whether

or not she has Huntington’s Disease, a debilitating
physical and mental disorder caused by genetics
(her mother died of it) that has no cure. As much
as I like Thirteen, I sort of hope she eventually
develops the disease, as it would make for an
interesting plot twist.
Finally, there’s Taub. I could have gone either
way, between Taub and Cutthroat Bitch. Both were
equally interesting, although Cutthroat Bitch may
have been a tad too intense for the show.
Unfortunately, we don’t know much about
Taub, except that he left his plastic surgery
practice after an affair with a nurse. He could
prove interesting, although his character needs
much more development.
Cutthroat Bitch was fascinating because, well,
just look at her name. I loved the intensity and
competition she brought to the show. Ultimately
House fired her because she couldn’t handle
losing, although I have no doubt that if Cuddy had
let him he would have kept her.
I do miss one other candidate: Bosley (Carmen
Argenziano). He was the really old guy, the one
See ‘house’ page 9
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Coming Attractions

— compiled by
Alex Guillén
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Hollywood Gossip

“Awake” (The Weinstein Company)
“Awake” follows a patient undergoing a heart transplant who then
suffers from anesthetic awareness — a real condition in which the
patient doesn’t receive enough anesthesia and remains conscious but
paralyzed during an operation. Producer Joanna Vicente said that
“Awake” will do for surgery what “Jaws” did for swimming. Nov. 30

Amy, help yourself
Noted addict Amy Winehouse
is making halfhearted attempts
to hide her drug use. The singer,
who has flitted in and out of
rehab, was caught hiding some
questionable behavior behind a
silk scarf at a London concert
last week. Unfortunately for her,
silk is sheer: Photographs show
her reaching into her cleavage
and producing something that
she subsequently pressed to her
nostril. Tears may dry on their
own, but drug addictions don’t
tend to do the same.

Blake Lewis — “Audio Daydream” (Arista Records)
This guy just can’t beat Jordin Sparks — she beat him for
“American Idol,” and now her first album has been released
before his. Lewis, who has asked that his style be described
as “electro-funk-soul-pop,” is arguably the most intense Idol
yet; his work is high-speed and rich in detail.
Dec. 4
Ghostface Killah — “The Big Doe Rehab” (Def Jam)
Former Wu-Tang Clan member Ghostface Killah’s seventh solo
album is less distinct than last year’s “Fishscales,” although it comes
close. Collaborators include Raekwon, Method Man, U-God, Kid
Capri and Cappadonna. “Big Doe Rehab” is being released several
weeks before the new Wu-Tang clan album, “8 Diagrams.” Dec. 4

Freaky Friday night
Taking a break from her
upcoming album, “Nobody’s
Angel,” Lindsay Lohan
brought her new beau home
with her for Thanksgiving.
Fellow ’habber Riley Giles
got to meet the dysfunctional
fam, but hardly tried to
make a good impression. As
Lindsay spent Black Friday
and Saturday shopping —
sober — with her little sister,
her new man struggled in the
guest room, sleeping off a
hangover.
It’s barely legal, bitch
When an attendant informed
Britney Spears that she
couldn’t take panties into
the fitting room, the potentially pregnant pop princess
stripped down past her skivvies and tried on the panties
in the middle of the store.
Emblazoned across the ass
of the frilly number — the
words “Barely Legal.” Oh
Brit, you’re far too young to
start lying about your age.
You seem to have more pressing concerns anyway.

Rufus Wainwright — “Rufus Does Judy at Carnegie Hall”
(Geffen Records)
This album is a live recording of Canadian-American operatic pop singer Rufus Wainwright in a 2006 recreation of the
famous 1961 Judy Garland concert at Carnegie Hall, song
for song. Also released as a DVD.
Dec. 4
“T is for Trespass” by Sue Grafton (Putnam Adult)
This is Grafton’s 20th Kinsey Millhone crime novel. It follows the
story of a private detective in a small California town. Her elderly
neighbor becomes ill and hires a home aide who is not all she
seems and engages Millhone in a battle of wits. Grafton’s mastery
of dialogue makes this one of the best books in the series. Dec. 4

Victoria’s deflating secrets
Looks like Victoria Beckham
may have said viva forever to
her implants. Posh’s favorite
two spices have seemed a
little bland lately. Where the
star — who admitted in court
documents to having spiced
up her life surgically — formerly boasted some bumper
to bumper cleavage, similar
dresses have been showing
off ample clavicle of late. We
hear Geri Halliwell is still
going strong, though.
— by Alice Hahn

‘Beowulf’
reinterpreted
for modern
audience

‘Enchanted’
satirizes, tributes
animated films
‘enchanted’ from page 8

‘beowulf’ from page 8

of “Beowulf” is the portrayal of Grendel
(Crispin Glover, “Charlie’s Angels”). A
parody of man, his cries are human and
anguished. This sticks to the ancient
story, which describes Grendel as a
large humanoid descended from Cain.
Damned without a say, poor Grendel
represents the consequences of man’s
sin.
This leads into the biggest departure
from the poem: Mother Grendel as a
sexy-mama-monster-maker. Those who
hated this film hated it mostly because
of this angle, ascribing the presence of
Angelina Jolie (“Mr. and Mrs. Smith”)
to Hollywood’s impulse to sex-up even
the most solemn of stories (see “Titanic”
and “Pearl Harbor”). However, she

courtesy photo — paramount pictures

Angelina Jolie stars as Grendel’s mother, the villainous seductress, in Robert Zemeckis’s new film, “Beowulf.”

comes bearing allegory in addition to
eye-candy.
Gaiman and Avary set Mother
Grendel as the centerpiece — for generations, she has seduced Denmark’s
kings and their moral failings beget
a monster who returns to plague his
father’s kingdom. This proves an interesting and poetic twist, reminiscent of
David’s Absalom — the third son of
King David who, after fleeing his home,
returned leading a rebellion. “The sins
of the father” becomes the movie’s
mantra. If Hrothgar seems distracted,

it’s because Grendel is a beast of his
loins. The dragon, in turn, is that of
Beowulf’s — the result of Beowulf’s
seduction by Mother Grendel.
The film succeeds not only through
deft manipulation of old material, but
in its overall artistry. Once you become
accustomed enough to the CGI to realize
that this is not a “Shrek” movie, you are
transported entirely. The eeriness of
Grendel, especially when he and his
mother speak pseudo-Old English back
and forth, proves very evocative. The
feast songs, the individual characters,

the gloomy atmosphere and general
attention to detail are excellent.
Even Beowulf’s unrefined Cockney
accent makes sense; he’s a man who
lives by muscle and sword and doesn’t
learn true heroism until the end.
The movie’s theme song, “A Hero
Comes Home,” summarizes the movie’s
two layers nicely. A hero comes home
from the fray, yes. But only once he
has undergone life’s trials and learned
what matters, can he truly come home
to himself.

iiiii

‘Mist’ plays on psychological fears
‘mist’ from page 8
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Hugh Laurie stars as Dr. House in Fox’s medical
drama, “House,” which airs Tuesdays at 9 p.m.

New team heals
Fox’s ‘House’
‘house’ from page 8

everyone wondered about. It was revealed
several episodes before he was fired that
he did not have a medical degree, but had
been auditing medical classes at Columbia
for 30 years. Although he was an excellent
diagnostician and brilliant doctor, he had no
field experience, and couldn’t perform the
simplest tests. Apparently, he was too much
like House to stick around, but I wish he had
stayed on in the “personal assistant” position
House said he would create for him.
A great challenge exists, both for the new
characters and the old; they have to find a
delicate balance between the new areas of
exploration they face and the established
areas, such as the clinic, that provide both
humor and insight. I think with this new
team, they can do it.
Alex Guillén is an associate news editor.
He really hopes Foreman kicks the bucket.

the ultimate unknown, both hiding
and exacerbating the true horror of
what has happened.
The CGI creatures, while cleverly
designed, are a little off. For the most
part, they are effective; however,
the way the actors reacted to them
occasionally left me thinking more
of the challenges actors face when
having to pretend there’s something
there when there isn’t, rather than
how the characters would actually
react to otherworldly horrors.
Unlike in other films of the
genre, the creatures are not the
true horror behind the story. While
they themselves are often chilling
and terrifying, it is the characters’
reactions to them, and their different
ways of reacting to fear that drives
“The Mist.” For better or worse,
this is a movie with a philosophy.

As one character puts it, “Put
people together for long enough
and eventually they’ll think up
reasons to kill each other.” It may
seem preachy, but the movie takes
a stand and presents its position
uncompromisingly. On a side note,
strongly religious people may be
offended at the film’s portrayal
of faith as the characters choose
sides, split between rationality and
religion.
Those who have read King’s
novella will be happy to know
that, for the most part, Darabont
remains faithful to the original
story. The changes he makes serve
to better develop the characters,
and their new actions in the film are
extrapolated directly from the way
they are portrayed in the novella.
The script is tight — perhaps too
tight in places, rushing past scenes
that should have been more fleshed

out in the beginning. Still, once the
film picks up, it never really lets go
until its brutal climax.
The ending of the film is the
largest change from the original
story and the most influential part
of the film. The ending will either
ruin the movie for you, or will
leave you thinking it was the best
ending possible. There is no middle
ground.
“The Mist” takes the horror
genre to the next level and becomes
truly horrifying — not in the sense
that it is scary or gory, but in that it
leaves you frozen in terror at what
has occurred. It features a brave,
unconventional ending and it’s up
to each individual viewer to decide
if they hate it or are impressed by it.
One thing is for sure: Don’t expect
to feel happy about humanity after
seeing it.

iiiii

yodel, to the inclusion of an Italian restaurant
called “Bella Notte,” reminiscent of the
beloved spaghetti-eating scene in “Lady and
the Tramp.”
Also present are the catchy tunes that
some of Disney’s more recent films have
been missing. Practical Robert may chide
Giselle for randomly bursting into song, but
we audience members are still delighted by
the infectious tunes of Alan Menken who
scored “The Little Mermaid” and “Beauty
and the Beast.”
The type of show-stopping song and
dance number that Disney is known for
comes midway through the film with “That’s
How She Knows,” but this time it is a liveaction spectacle in which Jamaican street
performers, sanitation workers and Central
Park pedestrians accompany the fair Giselle,
rather than friendly animated woodland
creatures.
If the movie has one flaw, it might be
the lengthy climax in which the villainous
Narissa finally enters the “real world.” This
scene falls into the typical Disney drawnout-final-battle pattern, and is the only part
of the film that borders on tired within an
otherwise innovative film. This brief bit of
unoriginality is easily forgivable because of
the delightful end sequence that follows.
Of course every Disney film has to have
a moral, and the message in “Enchanted”
is a refreshing one, indeed. The film never
tries to assert that things are always peachy.
It acknowledges that real world problems
certainly exist. Yet, through Giselle’s
eternally sunny disposition, we become
convinced that, with a little perseverance,
dreams can still come true.
The unique thing about “Enchanted” is
that it manages to remain a very earnest,
touching story, even while subtly poking fun
at the type of dreams-come-true fairy tale it
is attempting to emulate. It takes what the
classic animated Disney features used to
do best, and adds a hint of “Shrek”-esque
cynicism to make it more consumable for
modern audiences, who realize that life
doesn’t always end happily ever after.

iiiii

‘No Country’ thrives on chilling violence
‘country’ from page 8

room. But unlike your garden-variety
cold, unfeeling badass, Chigurh has
been deposited in a landscape where
everybody else seems to share his
bleak outlook on life. Maybe it’s the
barren, inhospitable desert backdrop,
but everyone in this movie is just trying
to get by. Nothing more, nothing less.
By the same token, it’s difficult
to feel bad for Llewelyn Moss, the
finder of the lost cash that Chigurh is
after with such vigor. Moss, played
with deft gruffness by Josh Brolin
(“Grindhouse”), stumbles upon the
money after coming across a half-dozen
brutally slaughtered men.

Perhaps that’s why it’s hard to feel
anything for these characters. With
the exception of Kelly Macdonald
(“Gosford Park”) as Moss’s warmhearted wife, they’re all leathery faces
with leathery personalities — killing,
stalking and running without a second
thought.
The kicker is that it’s not for grand
ideals, chivalry or Queen and Country,
but for money. Even the guys in “The
Italian Job” had the revenge thing going
for them. But here, it’s just money, plain
and simple. Money in a nondescript
black suitcase. Money that only makes
anyone and everyone who comes across
it thoroughly miserable.
Tommy Lee Jones (“Men In Black”)

as Sheriff Ed Tom Bell says at the
movie’s outset that crime endangers
not only the body, but the soul. If that’s
true, then that is why this movie feels
like such a numbing agent. We’ve seen
so much crime, death and violence that
one more bloody shoot-up on the big
screen just rolls off our collective back
like water off the proverbial duck.
This movie acts as case-in-point. It
elicited more cries of protest from the
audience when a dog was shot than
from all of the human deaths combined.
The violence in “No Country for Old
Men” isn’t the glitzy James Bond kind,
it’s the cold, inexplicable kind, and
that’s why it’s so haunting.

iiiii
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Josh Brolin stars as Llewelyn Moss in
the film “No Country for Old Men.”
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Women’s Soccer

Tribe falls to U.Va. in second
round of NCAA tournament
The College defeated Georgetown 2-1 in the opening round of
NCAA tournament play in Charlottesville Nov. 18, before falling
to the University of Virginia 1-0
on a late goal with 14 seconds remaining, ending their season. In
the opener, the Tribe jumped to an
early lead when freshman defender Kaitlin O’Connor ripped a 25yard free kick into the net, before
junior forward Claire Zimmeck
doubled the tally with a header in
the 60th minute. The two scores
were enough to see the squad
through to the second round after
a late Georgetown rally fell short.
Two days later against U.Va.,
playing on its home field, the
College dominated play throughout the first half, but was unable
to score. They were unable to
maintain the pressure in the latter
half, allowing the late goal. Junior goalkeeper Meghan Walker
totaled 7 saves in the loss.
men’s Cross Country

College places 15th at
NCAA Championships

Sports Editor Jeff Dooley
Associate Sports Editor Miles Hilder
Associate Sports Editor Andrew Pike
sports@flathatnews.com
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Men’s Basketball: Tribe 55, Richmond 58

Spiders steal one from Tribe
College unable to hold second-half lead, drops to 1-4 overall

By Andrew Pike
Flat Hat Assoc. Sports Editor
Playing its fourth road game of the
season Wednesday, the Tribe (1-4) fell 5855 to the University of Richmond Spiders
(4-4).
Trailing 31-26 at halftime, the College
started the second half on an 18-5 run to
take a 44-36 lead with 10:27 remaining.
12 of the 18 points came from behind the
arc during the spurt as the Tribe hit eight
of 19 from three-point range for the game.
However, the Spiders surpassed the College
in three-point proficiency, connecting on
14 of 29 attempts.
Richmond’s sophomore guard David
Gonzalvez caught fire in the second half,
hitting four threes, including three in a
row to put the Spiders up 53-50 at the
4:45 mark. Richmond held onto the lead
down the stretch behind a short jumper
from freshman forward Justin Harper and
another three from Gonzalvez, which gave
the Spiders a 58-53 lead with 1:46 left.

After the teams traded scoreless
possessions, junior forward Chris Darnell’s
lay-up cut the Tribe’s deficit to three at 5855 with 0:51 remaining.
At the other end of the floor, sophomore
guard David Schneider came up with a
defensive rebound and fed senior forward
Laimis Kisielius, who had his lay-up
rejected by Harper and sent out of bounds.
The College retained possession with
9.8 seconds left when Darnell inbounded
the ball to Kisielius in the lane. Kisielius
dribbled out beyond the arc, but could
not connect on his three-pointer, and
Richmond’s sophomore forward Dan Geriot
grabbed the rebound as time expired.
“It would have been a great win for us
on the road,” Head Coach Tony Shaver said
in a postgame interview on the Tribe radio
network. “We had it there for the taking.”
Kisielius picked up three fouls in the
first half and drew his fourth foul early in
the second half to limit his playing time to
just 16 minutes. Senior guard Nathan Mann
paced the Tribe with 13 points on four of

six shooting from three-point range as he
regained his shooting stroke. Darnell and
junior Alex Smith contributed 10 points
each.
For the Spiders, Gonzalvez led all
scorers with 21 and Harper came off the
bench to chip in a career-high 13 points to
lead Richmond to victory.
Prior to Wednesday’s road loss, the
College earned its first victory of the season
in its home opener Nov. 25 against Houston
Baptist University. The Tribe pulled away
midway through the second half to defeat
Houston Baptist 79-70.
Sophomore David Schneider and senior
Laimis Kisielius scored 19 points each to
lead all scorers, while Darnell and senior
Chris Stratton chipped in career-high efforts
of 12 and 10 points, respectively.
The College travels to Richmond
Wednesday to face last year’s CAA
Champion
Virginia
Commonwealth
University in each team’s first conference
game of the season. Tip-off is scheduled for
7:30 p.m.

Football Notebook

Lifelong Redskins
fan remembers
Sean Taylor
Andy Andrews

Flat Hat Sports Columnist

Football

CAA teams have strong
showing in FCS playoffs

Scoreboard
volleyball
11/16 vs. JMU — L, 3-1
Women’s Basketball
11/20 vs. RICHMOND —
L, 68-64
11/23 @ Radford — L, 71-58
11/26 @ Marquette — L, 79-61
11/29 vs. MAINE — W, 63-62

Schedule
Fri., Nov. 30
Men’s Track and field
@ Liberty Kickoff
— Lynchburg, Va.
Women’s track and field
@ Liberty Kickoff
— Lynchburg, Va.

Sat., Dec. 1
men’s Track and field
@ Liberty Kickoff
— Lynchburg, Va.
Women’s Track and field
@ Liberty Kickoff
— Lynchburg, Va.
men’s swimming
@ Mary Washington — 2 p.m.
WOMEN’s swimming
@ Mary Washington — 2 p.m.

Junior forward Chris Darnell throws
down a dunk over his Houston Baptist
University defender during the Tribe’s
79-70 win Nov. 25.

From the Sidelines

The Tribe turned in a strong performance at the NCAA Championships in Terre Haute, Ind., placing
15th overall. Senior Christo Landry headlined the squad, recording
an impressive 13th-place finish to
earn All-American honors for the
third time in his career. Landry’s
time of 30:04.0 made him only the
third College runner to ever finish
in the top 15 in the country. Joining their teammate in the top 150
of the 250-man field were redshirt freshman Patterson Wilhelm
(123rd; 31:20.8), senior Dave
Mock (133rd; 31:24.5), senior Ian
Fitzgerald (138th; 31:25.5) and
sophomore Ben Massam (139th;
31:25.5).

The CAA fared well in the
opening round of the Division 1
FCS playoffs, advancing three
teams to the quarterfinals. The
Universities of Richmond, Delaware and Massachusetts all registered decisive wins, while the
conference’s other two qualifiers,
James Madison University and
the University of New Hampshire
suffered narrow losses. Delaware
blew out in-state rival Delaware
State 44-7 and UMass and Richmond turned in similarly strong
performances, beating Fordham
49-35 and Eastern Kentucky
31-14, respectively. Perhaps the
league’s most impressive effort, however, came from James
Madison, which took two-time
defending National Champion
Appalachian State to the wire before succumbing 28-27 on a late
touchdown with a minute to play.
— By Matt Poms
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Junior quarterback Jake Phillips gets sacked by JMU defender Sam Daniels during the Tribe’s 55-34 loss Nov. 10.

Following disappointing
year, Tribe looks ahead
Laycock already meeting with players to discuss new roles
By Miles Hilder
Flat Hat Assoc. Sports Editor

On the heels of a disappointing 4-7 season, Head
Coach Jimmye Laycock and the rest of the Tribe have
already begun to examine what steps the team must take
this offseason.
Entering the year with high expectations, the College
won four of its first seven games, including an impressive
overtime victory over Liberty University. But things
took a turn for the worse in the second half of the season,
as the Tribe dropped its final four contests, all against
ranked foes.
Despite the early success, the Tribe suffered through
a myriad of inconsistencies as the season progressed. On
multiple occasions the College played well against strong
opponents, emerging victorious on the road against
the University of Maine and at home against Towson
University, but the team failed to turn heads with any
major upsets.
The Tribe came closest to a season-defining
victory against the then fourth-ranked University of
Massachusetts homecoming weekend, but the game
slipped out of the College’s grasp as the Minutemen
hung on for a two-touchdown win.
“It was very disappointing to not be as successful as
we would have liked to be,” Laycock said. “There were
a couple games we left like we could have really gotten,
and we didn’t. It’s a very difficult league.”
The inconsistencies that plagued the Tribe stemmed
from the multitude of injuries that the College suffered
throughout the season.
Due to the depletion of players on both sides of
the ball, 14 redshirt or true freshmen saw action in the
team’s season-ending game against the University of
Richmond. The Tribe turned the ball over four times
against the Spiders, in addition to allowing a blocked
punt in the contest.
“We just had some mistakes there,” Laycock said.
“We’ve got a lot of guys out there who are put in
situations that are young and haven’t had the experience
and haven’t played a whole lot. You look at the type
of players we bring in here. We really have to work to
develop our players into good players, and sometimes
that takes time. I think some of our guys are going to be
good players, but I think they need to develop.”

The time for development is in the offseason, and the
Tribe enters this winter with the majority of the team’s
roster intact, as only a handful of players have exhausted
their eligibility. However, the team understands that
experience and age are not the only factors that impact
performance on the field.
“It’s more the mental makeup of the team as opposed
to the physical part of it,” Laycock said. “It’s how the
team comes together, the leadership, the attitudes, those
types of things that make your team, more than just
how many skill players or how many guys you have
returning.
“We have the potential to be a better team next year
because of guys returning, but it is also going to be
determined by how the team comes together and how
the team shapes up.”
Simply put, leadership is vital. The Tribe’s captains
this season, senior offensive lineman Brad Stewart and
junior cornerback Derek Cox, led by example off the
field and on, as the two were among four members of
the College named to the all-CAA third team. Junior
quarterback Jake Phillips and junior wideout Elliot
Mack also earned all-conference honors.
With Stewart departing, the onus will be on Cox,
Phillips and the rest of the Tribe’s upperclassmen to
instill the hard-work mentality and positive attitude
that will be essential to the team’s success next season.
Coach Laycock has already begun meeting with players
in an effort to get them focused, prepared and situated in
their role as leaders moving forward.
“They need to start with it now, and that’s why we
are meeting now and talking about it as opposed to in
the spring,” Laycock said. “Sometimes players kind of
get lulled into staying in their same role, and they don’t
realize that all of a sudden there’s a different role for
them.”
The urgency is necessary, as things won’t be getting
any easier for the Tribe over the next few seasons. The
CAA sent five schools, the most of any conference, to
the FCS playoffs, with three of those five advancing to
this weekend’s second round.
In order for the Tribe to win in the high-pressure
CAA, a productive off-season and influential leadership
are a must. With weight-room sessions starting in
January, the path is laid out, and the College will look to
follow it to success.

It was almost unbearable for me to watch the
Redskins these past two weeks without Sean Taylor
on the field, even though I thought he would be back
in just a week or so, as soon as his knee healed. I can’t
even begin to imagine what it will be like watching this
Sunday, knowing that I will never see his number 21
jersey again.
As many of you know, 24-year-old Washington
Redskins pro bowl safety Sean Taylor died early Tuesday
at Jackson Memorial Hospital, less than a day after he
was shot in his Miami home. Taylor suffered a severed
femoral artery which led to massive blood loss.
Like many fans who spent hours searching for news
Monday, I went to sleep that night with optimism,
thinking that Sean was going to be okay. Reports
Monday night told of Taylor responding to a nurse’s
request to squeeze her hand and showing facial
expressions. However, that hope was short lived, as
Tuesday morning fans everywhere awoke to the tragic
news of Taylor’s death.
Sean Taylor was the fifth overall pick in the 2004
draft out of the University of Miami, where he was
an All-American. Taylor, nicknamed “Meast” by his
teammates (half man, half beast), had been named as the
hardest hitting player in the NFL by Sports Illustrated.
He scored a defensive touchdown in Washington’s 2005
playoff victory over Tampa Bay, the team’s lone playoff
win in the past eight seasons. In this, his fourth season,
Taylor really started to make a name for himself as
one of the league’s premier defensive players. Before
spraining his knee in week 10, Taylor led the NFL in
interceptions.
The Redskins defensive unit struggled without him
on the field, giving up four passing touchdowns each in
weeks 10 and 11. I know that Dallas Cowboys receiver
Terrell Owens would never have caught four touchdown
passes against the Redskins had Taylor been on the field.
Taylor would have almost certainly been a member of
this year’s pro bowl team and would have had many
pro bowl appearances and playoff victories ahead of
him. Instead, Taylor became another young male who
tragically lost his life to gun violence.
Taylor was mired throughout his career with both
on and off-the-field issues. But those close to Taylor,
including teammate Clinton Portis and Head Coach
Joe Gibbs, noticed his maturation since the birth of his
daughter.
Sean has been my favorite Redskin since he was a
rookie. In fact, he is the reason that the Redskins became
more than just a passion for me, and for that I am forever
grateful to him. I used to joke with my father that Taylor
was the only Redskin for which I had unforgivable love,
because while I would get angry with other Redskins
players when they made mistakes, my opinion of Taylor
never wavered, regardless of his on or off-the-field
actions.
Far surpassing any of his on-field acheivements,
however, is the way Taylor gave up his life defending
his girlfriend of seven years, Jackie Garcia, and his 18month-old daughter. Garcia huddled under the covers of
their bed holding their child in her arms as Taylor was
shot by the intruders. Actor Andy Garcia, Jackie’s uncle,
said the following about Taylor in an article in the Miami
Herald:
“His heroic action on that tragic night saved their life
and is a testament to his humanity and courage. His spirit
will live forever, in our hearts and through the legacy of
his achievements and the family he leaves behind.’’
I will remember Sean Taylor as a true son of
Washington, a brave caught on the warpath.
E-mail Andy Andrews at raandrews@wm.edu.

